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Abstract 

This thesis presents an empirical study of digital video compression source encoders 

and decoders. More specifically, codecs that integrate motion compensation with sub- 

band filters were studied. Notion compensation (MC) removes temporal correlation 

from video information and, as a result, there is a significant reduction in the codecs' 

bit rate. Current iridustry coding standards cascade MC with the discrete cosine 

transform (DCT), but visual blocking impairments, especially at low data rates, are 

undesirable and this system is not easily divisible into a multiresolution signal. Be- 

cause of this, a!ternative coding methods integrated with MC need to be investigated. 

Subband filtering is one possible alternative method. This technique performs a fre- 

que~cy  decomposition of a source; in video, it can be done both spatially in the image 

plane and temporally between frames. The major benefit is its ability to compact 

source energy into a small number of frequency bands. 

The performance of twenty-two codecs was studied. The simplest codecs include 

configurations such as PCM, DPCM, MC, MC-DCT, spatial subband filtering, and 

temporal subband filtering. The remaining, more complex, codecs consisted of com- 

binations of pair and triple orderings of MC, spatial subband filtering, and temporal 

subband filtering. Simulatims were performed assuming an error free communications 

chihll~~d and using three standard source test video sequences. For all systems, uniform 

quantizers followed by zeroth-order-entropy measurements were used to represent a 

generic codec. 

The results show that, for high motion video, a multiresolution spatial subband 

filter bank followed by MC has comparable performance to an MC-DCT coder, and 

that, for low motion video, temporal-spatial subband filter banks followed by MC 

performed better than an MC-DCT system. In addition, short kernel subband filter 

sets performed best. These mnclusions w d d  be useful to a video codec designer. 
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Chapter i 

Introduction 

Among the reasons for the growth and interest in video corn~nmicatiox~s restarch is 

&he role played by improved technologies and industry-driven video product dew4 op- 

ments. h North America, the development of a new television format called high 

definition television (HDTV) has resulted in much funding for video research and, as 

the standard becomes defined, new industries will be created for the installation a d  

upkeep of this new video service. At present, corporate video conferencing serviccs 

have been developed for specialized communication needs atid, in the future, the  nmss 

market will have access to video phones for day to day communications. 

Like most industries, the ccrmmunications industry is confined to the time /cost 

constraints of existing communiccations phnts. In the cable television i~tdustry, the 

plants have a limited bandwidth, which restricts the number of television c b a t d s  

a d  other informatiorr sewices it can deliver to its users. In the satellite industry, 

the amount of radio frequency bandwidth available for new uses is finite. Having to 

work within these constraieds, the communications industry mntirrues to st rive for a n  

increase in the efficiency of its existing facilities to provide new and improved services 

to ;as UES. 

There are two areas w i t h  which the eEciency of existing plants may be it~crcased: 

chzmiie1 mm-~ciitio-tls and soufee comunicallions. Coannei cornmunicaiions deals 

*ah mefihuds that increase the efficiency of the chaanel within given constrairlts, 

whereas source communimtions focuses on methods that remove redundancy front a 

mmce before the data items are sent to the channel for transmission. Most yraticai 

systiems employ both source and chalmel coding. 



Video comrnunicatitms fdls mostly within the source communications classifica- 

tioii, v-A- suw i,uucrs/&~&~ --J--- (mdees) use sigmf processing techniques to remove re- 

dundancy from video sequences before suppling the channel with a data stream. Tbis 

takes place if there are no channel communication errors- For systems which operate 

on channeIs with non-zero error rates, the integration of both source and cbannel 

coding methods can help increase the overall system performance (Vaisey, h e n ,  and 

Cavers 1992). 

Several video source coding standards have been developed and include JPEG1 

f 19W), MPEG2 (LeGdl M I ) ,  and H.261 (Liou 1991). JPEG is a standard for cod- 

ing still images and, for example, can provide good quality compression of grayscale 

images at an average coding bit rate of 0.7 bits /pixel. Although designed for coding 

still images, JPEG is also used in video compression. Among the advantages for its 

use in video compression are the symmetry between its coder and decoder and the rel- 

atively low computatkmd casts, wEi& allow one to implement a system for real-time 

applications. Codec symmetry implies comparable computational loads at both the 

encoder and decoder.. Because JPEG encodes each frame separately, i-e., only spa- 

tially% its performance is inferior to the standards that remove temporal redundancy 

between frames. MPEG-2 is a video compression standard developed for consumer 

pmduds and is targeted to operate at 1.5 ML:fs fsec. This standard was designed to 

a80w scanning ia both forward and reverse directions through a video sequence, as in 

a VCR. NPEG-I removes source redundancy both temporally and spatially and the 

encoder/decoder constructs are highly un-symmetric, because of the coding tools that 

remove temporal redundancy- WlrE the SOW& of &he video conununi~atims industry, 

a new standard caHd MPEG-II has been designed to provide TV quality video at an 

average bit rate of 3 Mbits fsec and will support various service applications. Some 

applications may require VCR-like scanning functions, while others, such as those tar- 

geted to the d e  industry9 do not need this overhead scanning information added to 

their signals, The No& American HDTV standard will be based on MPEG-11. The 

El-262 ( i; x 64 ) ~ a a ~ d d  was devebpd for use iin ISDN networks and to operate on 

&arnnds with bit rate c;tpa&%ies which are allocated in mdtipies of 64 kbitsfsec. The 

standard uses the abbreviation " p x 64 " to represent its variable transmission rate of 
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integer multiples of 64 kbits/sez. This rate was chosen because telephony standards 

often segment channels into bit rates of 64 kbits/sec. The performance of the system 

i s  tied to the integer value of p; the larger the value of p, the higher the bit rate and 

quality of the decoded video. The largest value of p in the standard i~ 32. For a shortg 

discussion on integrated circuits that implement these standards, see Appendix A. 

The standards mentioned above use many techniques to achieve data comyres- 

sion. The amount of compression varies depending on the system and the video 

sequence. This is due to the use of different coding tools and the type of video a 

standard is targeted to service, because video statistics can change drastically from 

one sequence to the next. The "tool-kitn of methods used in video compression 

is shared by other signal processing tasks such as speech coding. A partial list of 

these tools includes: pulse code modulation (PCM); differential pulse code modula- 

tion (DPCM); scalar quantization and vector quantization (Gersho and Gray 1992); 

block- and pixel-baed motion compensation (Walker and Rao 1984); the discrete co- 

sine transform (DCT) (Clarke 1985); the Karhunen-Lohe transform (KLT) (Clarke 

1985); subband filtering coders (Vetterli 1984; Woods and O'Neil 1986); pyramidal 

coders (Burt and Adelson f 983); quadtree coders; interpolation techniques; entropy 

coders; and run-length coders. Many of these coding tools will be described in this 

thesis. 

Video coders can be divided into lossless and lossy classes. In a lossless mode, the 

source information is not altered in the coding process; an application requiring very 

high quality and/or lossless coders is that used by the medical profession for imaging. 

h a lossy coder, distortion may be added to gain coinpression. Sometimes, the added 

distortion is masked by aspects of the video sequence information not perceived by 

the human visual system (HVS). Other than for archival purposes, codecs used for 

entertainment purposes, such as TV, usually employ lossy coding schemes. 

Lossless and lossy codecs can be further classified by a fixed or variable bit rate 

transmission mode. In afixed rate system, each data symbol is represented by a binary 

code of fixed length; in a variable rate system this is not required. Each system has 

its ad+"if;~taga arrd &du'iiiitages. Fixed rate oders are much easier to resynchronize, 

especially when channel errors occur. Variable rate codecs generally achieve higher 

compression ratios than those using fixed rates, but buffering a variable rate system 

to a fixed rate channel requires f d b a c b  to the encoder so as not to overflow the 
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buffer and lose data. A fixed rate coder is often used when high error protection is 

required or when probability density function optimized quantizers are implemented. 

Variable rate systems most often result when entropy coding tools have been used. 

There is a basic problem with current state of the art video codecs. For example, 

consider the well studied and commonly used MC-DCT codec configuration. This 

system is similar to the MPEG standards, which use block based motion compen- 

sation (MC), the DCT, interpolation, scalar quantization, and entropy coders. The 

operations required to encode a frame of video for the block based MC-DCT codec 

are as follows: 

the encoded frame is segmented into equal sized blocks, 

a distortion measure search of all possible matches in a windowed area of the 

previously encoded frame is performed, 

the search location with the lowest distortion is selected, 

the spatial displacement of the best match from the current block's location is 

recorded and defined as the block's motion vector, 

the pixel by pixel difference between each block and its best match block from 

the previous frame is used to construct a new frame called the displaced frame 

difference (DFD) , 

the DCT is perfarmed on each DFD block resulting in a set of transform co- 

efficients, 

the coefficients in every block are quantized, 

and entropy coding is performed. 

A major disadvantage of this system configuration is that characteristic visual impair- 

ments, called blocking effects, result from coarse quantization of the DCT coefficients. 

These effects can be perceived during periods of high motion or when a coarse quan- 

tizer is selected by the feedback loop from a fixed-rate channel buffer. This poor 

performance might cause one to question whether or not it is possible to use other 

methods to code the MC displaced frame difference (DFD) images in order to reduce 
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or remove the blocking effects with the same or better codec performance as DCT 

based techniques. One idea is to use methods that spread the quantization noise 

about a region of the frame and away from the edges of the MC blocks. Research 

measuring the performance of MC with alternative coding tools, other than the DCT, 

is needed. For example, there is a lack of results showing the performance of systems 

that integrate MC with subband filtering and pyramidal coders. 

Another important property of video codes is "multiresolution". In these systems, 

the signal is split into a tiered quality system, where an increase in  quality results 

from the use of increased information from the encoder. Systems that perform fre- 

quency decompositions are conducive to such decompositions, because each frequency 

grouping can be considered a part of the multiresolution signal. If we divide video i tito 

frequency bands, we find that most of the information tends to be in the low frequency 

bands. If we let the lowest frequency band be our base signal in a multiresolution 

video service, the addition of each higher frequency band increases the resolution. 

The MC-DCT codec combination can be decomposed into a multiresolutio~ video 

signal, but the lower resolution versions have severe blocking noise. Alternatively, 

subband filtering and pyramidal codecs can readily be used in multiresolution service 

applications. 

If we consider subband decompositions, Karlsson and Vet terli (1 988a) have shown 

that three-dimensional subband filtering performs poorer than MC b . ~tself, but they 

do not discuss how a hybrid system would perform using both coa,ug tools. Paek, 

Kim, and Lee (1992) recently investigated the integration of MC with spatial subbatd 

filtering. Their results showed that subband filtering followed by MC on the lowest 

subband was better than MC followed by subband filtering. PCM was used on the high 

frequency subbands. Their results, however, are inconclusive because they studied 

only one rate. Despite these results, the question still remains as to how a three- 

dimensional subband decomposition performs with MC and in what order it is best to 

integrate the two coding tools. The integration of these two tools is of interest because 

such a system would not be subject to blocking effects noise and a multiresolutia~r 

signal could be constructed. 

This thesis describes the results of an empirical investigation into the integration of 

motion compensation wish subband filtering. The purpose of this work is to provide 

guide on how to integrate MC with temporal and spatial subband filtering. This 
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uses existing signal processing theory where possible but, because no good model of 

video information exists, an experimental investigation is justified. 

This work is partitioned into five sections. First, a background of video coding 

tools is described in detail in Chapter 2. Second, performance measures and statistical 

measures are defined in Chapter 3. Third, a detailed description of each designed 

codec is given in Chapter 4. Fourth, simulation results are reported and discussed in 

Chapter 5. Finally, conclusions and a discussion with suggestions for further work are 

presented in Chapter 6. 



Chapter 2 

Background of Video Coding Tools 

A background study of several design tools for video source codecs is presented in this 

chapter. Included is a discussion of sampling, quantization, PCM, DPCM, motion 

compensation, transform coders, run-length coders, entropy coders, subband filtering, 

and pyramidal coders. Most of these design tools are used in the codecs studied in this 

thesis. To reiterate, the purpose of a video source coder is to reduce the transmitted 

data rate by exploiting the redundancy in both the spatial and temporal domains of 

a video sequence. 

The coding methods described below can be classified as either inter-frame or intra- 

frame, encoding data either between or within frames respectively. Motion compensa- 

tion and temporal subband coding methods are inter-frame techniques, whereas many 

transform coders and two-dimensional sub band coders are in the in t ra-frame class. 

Most video coding methods use both inter-frame and intra-frame coding schemes to 

remove both temporal and spatial redundancies. 

2.1 Sampling 

This thesis deals with digital video compression, which necessarily operates on tirne- 

discrete data; video information perceived in the natural world is, however, both 

time-continuous and amplitude-continuous. The process of transforming continuous 

time information to discrete time is called sampling and is achieved by using video 

cameras and pre-encoder video-processors to take samples of the video information 

at specified intervals of time. For video, a field (frame) of two-dimensional data is 
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recorded each successive sample period and, when the fields are put in sequential 

order, they represent the video scene information. This is in contrast to sampling of 

speech or audio information, where only one data point is taken each sample period, 

i.e., the amplitude of the sound wave at the sample time. 

The rule that specifies the sampling rate so that the sampled data can be used to 

reconstruct the time-continuous infwmation without distortion, noticeably the effects 

of aliasing distortion, is called the N-rquist sampling theorem. This theorem states 

that the sampling rate must be twice the highest frequency found in the source if 

aliasing is to be avoided. The temporal sampling rate of film-based movies is 24 

frames per second, but this rate is several times below the Nyquist sampling rate and 

the effects of aliasing are noticeable. One example of aliasing can be seen when a 

forward-moving vehicle's wheels appear to move backwards. In addition to temporal 

sampling, each data field (frame) of video must be sampled spatially. This sampling 

is also subject to aliasing when the spatial sampling rate falls below the Nyquist rate. 

The effects of spatial aliasing are much smaller than those of temporal aliasing because 

the iris and lens used in video cameras acts as low-pass filters, which removes most 

spatial frequencies above the spatial Nyquist rate. 

Many different three-dimensional sampling patterns have developed (Dubois 1985). 

Some take advantage of the characteristics of the human visual system (HVS). The 

most basic sampling mode is called progressive. In this mode, a complete frame of data 

is collected each sample period, so that the vidgo sequence is represented by a sequence 

of complete still frames. This type of sampling is used for movie theater films. An 

alternate sampling mode, called interlaced, is used in the National Television System 

Commission (NTSC) television standard (Netravali and Haskell 1988). An interlaced 

sequence of frames is one where alternative scan lines in the picture are present in 

each successive frame. For example, the odd frames would contain the odd scan lines 

and, the even frames, the even scan lines. For the same overall data rate, interlaced 

sampling thus has twice the temporal sample rate as progressive sampling. The NTSC 

standard has a temporal sampling rate of 60 fieldslsec. Because of frame flicker 

masking effects in the HVS, interlaced sampling has an advantage over progressive 

sampling when the sampling rate is low. 

Video can be either monochrome or color. For monochrome video, each sample 

pixel amplitude represents gray scale intensities between black and white. However, 
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for color video, the pixels are usually represented by three san~ple amplitrtdes, each 

representing a primary, or near primaryt color. As a result, the data rate increases for 

color, but is usually not raised by a factor of three. Instead, using color transforms 

that reduce the required bandwidth (Netravali and Hake11 1988), the color codec 

transmission data rate increases only to about 1.5 times that; of a monochrome codec. 

The source coders used in this work assume that the frames are sampled prcigres- 

sively and that the pixels in the spatial field are monochrome. In addition to sampIiug, 

the amplitude-continuous values in the spatial field must be represented by nu~nbers 

with finite precision. The process that does this is described next, 

2.2 Quantization 

Once the video camera has sampled the video scene, how are the Boating-point pixel 

values in each frame represented? The process that transforms am p li t ude-con t iauous 

to an amplitude-discrete format is called quantization (Jayant and No11 1984). This 

process takes an infinite, or high, precision number and represents it with a finite set 

of discrete numbers. This process is a nonlinear and an information lossy operator. 

Because of this, the quantizer greatly affects both the overall distortion and the data 

transmission rate. One lrsually seeks to minimize distortion and quantizer design 

is therefore concerned with an optimization process that finds the lowest distortion 

between the original and quantized data for a given rate (or vice-versa). 

Approaches to quantization can be divided into two different groups called scalar 

(Jayant and No11 1984) and vector (Gersho and Gray 1992) quantization. In scalar 

quantization, each sample in the data is quantized separately as a unit on its own, 

whereas, in vector quantization, vectors of samples are quantized toget her. The design 

and implementation of a vector quantizer is more complex than that of a scalar quan- 

tizer, but the performance and benefits of using vector quantizers are significant. One 

major benefit of a vector qumtizer is that samples can be quantized at non-integer 

bit rates. Scalar quantizers were used exclusively in this work, however, since they 

axe adequate to compare the performance of the coding methods under tat. 

The basic struct-ttfe of a scalar quantizer is to make a many-to-one mapping of 

each input real number ac to a finite set of output real numbers gk : k = 1,2,. . . , L, 
where L = 2m and nz represents the bit rate. Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of 
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Figure 2.1: Quantizer Block Diagram and Noise Model 

Figure 2.2: Many-to-one Scalar Quantizer Mapping 

the process, where Q(-) denotes the mapping from x(n)  to y ( n )  and n  represents the 

time index. The bottom half of Figure 2.1 shows how the distortion can be viewed as 

a Linear combination of the input signal x(n)  and an error signal e(n). The mapping 

function Q(-) can be more precisely defined as 

Q(x)  = ~k iff x  E [xk-1, xk) , (2-1) 

where the points s k  : h = 0,1, .  . . , L represent decision boundaries between output y k  

values. Figure 2.2 shows this mapping on the real line. In addition, the magnitude of 

the nonlinear quantization error is 

Approaches to choosing the output values and decision boundaries are varied and 

numerous. Most design methods (Jayant and No11 1984) try to exploit the statistics 

of the source, such as the variance and its probability density function (pdf), to 

reduce the reconstructed distortion. These methods assume that the source is either 

a stationary or a wide-sense-stationary process. For non-st ationary sources, adaptive 
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quantizers have been developed (Jayant and No11 1984). Common types of scalar 

quantizer strategies are termed uniform, non-uniform, and logarithmic (logarithmic 

is a special case of non-uniform strategies). 

In uniform quantization, the intervals between output values are made equal to a 

constant value, called the step-size (A), and the decision boundaries are set to the mid- 

points between reconstructed values. The performance of a uniform quantizer is sub- 

ject to both granular and overload distortion. Referring back to Figure 2.2, granular 

distortion is the distortion measured when input values fall between z E [z-aL, xaL] 

and overload distortion is measured when the input falls outside this interval. It can 
2 

be shown that the quantization noise variance is u: = and is indepel~leut of the 

input variance using the following assumptions (Oppenheim and Schafer 1989): 

1. the error sequence e (n )  is a sample sequence of a stationary random process, 

2. the error sequence is uncorrelated with the sequence ~ ( n ) ,  

3. the random variables of the error process are uncorrelated, i.e., the error is a 

white-noise process, 

4. the probability distribution of the error process is uniform over the range of 

quantization error, 

5. and the source does not exceed the quantizer range. 

If the pdf is used to optimize the quantizer, then the quantization noise is strongly 

dependent on the input variance. 

In non-uniform quantizers, the intervals between output values need not be a 

constant. The design of non-uniform quantizers is often achieved via an iterative pro- 

cedure, such as the Lloyd-Max algorithm (Gersho and Gray 1992) and, for a given 

number of output levels, it is possible to obtain a quantizer with a smaller recon- 

structed error variance than the uniform quantizer error performance. This is because 

these quantizers allocate more output values where the probability of occurrence is 

high and vice-versa for low probability of occurrence. 

In logarithmic quantization, the input source is companded and theu uniform 

quantized. The companding operation uses a law that tends to allocate more output 

levels to low amplitude input values, and fewer output levels to high amplitude input 
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Figure 2.3: Midtread Seven Level Uniform Quaritizer Transfer Function 

values. The result is to flatten the input pdf, which results in an improved dynamic 

range. These quantizers are used for coding sources, such as speech, where the in- 

put variance is not known in advance and may change over time. The benefits of 

logarithmic quantizers are their insensitivity to changes in the input variance. 

Even though the performance of a &krm quantizer may be lower than a non- 

unifofm quantizer, its performance when cascaded with an entropy coder is asymp- 

tot idly as good as, or better than, that obtained with other methods (Jayant and 

No11 1984; Gersho and Gray 1992). Entropy coders are discussed later in this chapter. 

A further quantizer characteristic is that of either rnidtread or midrise. Midtread 

quantizers have an output value at zero, whereas midrise quantizers have a decision 

boundary at zero. For sources with a zero mean symmetric pdf that are peaked at 

zero, the performance of a midtread uniform quantizer is generally better than that of 

a midrise quantizer, because of the midtread output value at zero. Figure 2.3 shows a 

midtread seven level u n i f m  quantizer transfer function. Another option to quantizer 

designs includes the implementation of a dead zone in the quantizer. This method is 
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sometimes added when the source pdf is highly peaked at zero aad when most of the 

values about zero can be considered noise. 

Sometimes quantizers are implemented inside feedback loops. Such implementa- 

tions are designed using simplifying assumptions, because the quantizer nontinearities 

are difficult to describe in analytic design equations. 

2.3 PCM and DPCM 

Two fundamental coding methods are pulse code ~nodulation (PCM) and digeretltial 

pulse code modulation (DPCM) (Jayant and No11 1984). PCM is the simpler of the 

two and consists of a source sampler followed by an amplitude quantizer. DPCM is 

more complex than PCM, but generally has a higher coding gain due to the predic- 

tive coding methods that remove redundancy/correlation in the source data stream. 

Because both sampling and quantization have been defmed in the previous sections, 

no further discussion will be given to PCM. 

Differential PCM is a coding scheme that transmits a signal consisting of the 

quantized differential between the input and a prediction of the input. The complexity 

of a DPCM codec is a function of the predictor algorithm. Low complexity predictors 

tend to be time-invariant, whereas, high complexity predictors can use adaptive time- 

variant predictors. The basic block diagram of a DPCM coder/decoder is sl~ow~l in  

Figure 2.4. In this figure, x(n) and y(n) denote the input and reconstructed output 

discrete time signals. The difference signal d(n) is the input to the quantizer and is 

defined as 

d(n) = z f n ) - i ( n )  . (2.3) 

The difference signal is then quantized to form u(n), which is then transmitted via 

the charnel to the decoder. Remembering the quantizer model in Figure 2.1, u(n) is 

defined as 

u(n) = d(n) + e(n) . 

The qumtizer is located within the predictor feedback loop so both the encoder and 

the decoder make their predictions based on the same signal, y (n) (assuming there are 

no channel transmission errors). Finally, the reconstructed output signal is defined as 
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Figure 2.4: Block Diagram of a DPCM Coder and Decoder 

which is the quantized difference signal plus the predicted sample value. Much of the 

correlation in the input signal is removed by the predictor and, as a result, DPCM 

can be thought of as a whitening process, The transmitted quantized difference signal 

dso tends to have a lower variance than the input signal, which generally implies a 

coding gain over PCM. 

A common application of DPCM in video compression is the coding of spatial 

frames. In the two-dimensional case, the predictor design must use previously encoded 

pixels in the neighborhood of the current pixel to calculate its prediction value. Much 

of the complexity lies in the predictor's design, especially if an adaptive predictor 

is used. Predictors can be classified as linear or nonlinear, A good introduction 

to prediction theory is described both by Gersho and Gray (1992) and Jayant and 

E6oH fl9W). Gersho and Gray define an optimal a&e predictor, which has good 

performance when predicting sour- with a nonzero mean, such as those for images. 

"Shis type of predictor was used in this work and is defined below. 

Suppose we are given an N-dimensional vector X = (Xn-l, XnW2, - - - , X,-N)T and 

wish to predict a K-dimensional vector Y = (Y,, Y,+l, - - , Y ~ + ~ - I ) ~ ,  where n is the 

time or spatid step znde;u. Then, an optimal a 5 e  predictor is defined as 

where A represents the matrix of predictor coefficients and b represents a vector of 

coastant, terns. Ebr ease of deveIopment, let the matrix A be defined as 



Figure 2.5: Spatial Prediction Pixel Orientatioa 

where 
T 

ai,=fak,?ak,,---,~~k~) 1 

and lei, the vector b be defined as 

= (b,b,--.,b~)~ - 

Any solution A of the equation 

KxA = E[(Y  - E ( Y ) ) ( X  - E(x))~J 

will provide a set of optimal predictor coefficients (in the mean squared sense) to the 

system Y = AX + b, where the covariance matrix Kx is defined by 

For cases when Kx is ahmd singular, a mattthematical method s u d ~  as the Singular- 

Vdue-Demmpusitiu~ (Press et al. 1988) must be used for finding the solutiurr . 
Using the above definitions, a sp&iat one-step three-tap affine predictor with iopu t 

samples taken from the spatial orientation shown in figure 2.5 is defined, The predicted 
vector %? becomes a scaler and is defined as 

Transforming the a f i e  predictor notation back to the DPCM notation used in Pig- 
2.4 and 2.5, the estimate 3 of z becoma 



This predictor was used for regions of the image below the top row and right of the 

left most coiumn of pixeis in the image. rlbr the remaining regions, the following 

one-step one-tap tineax predictors are defined: 

2 1  ,j = a w Z 1 , j  + bu (2.16) 

2 = 127 

The next section descfi bes motion compensation. This technique can be considered 

a specidly modified case of temporal DPCM, where pixei blocks of size K x K are 

predicted with pixel blocks of size K x K from a varied region in the previous frame, 

and the predictor taps are always "I", i-e., A = I .  

2.4 Mot ion Compensation 

Motion compensation (MC) is an important component of modern video codecs such 

as NPEG (LeGaE 1991) and H.261 (Liou 1991). Numerous MC methods exist; some 

use feature-based models and others use the idea of optic-flow (Aggarwal and Nand- 

hakumar 1988). These two methods use the two-dimensional image sequence char- 

acteristics to create three-dimensional motion information, use extremely complex 

algorithms, and are computationally expensive. Practical MC methods, which can be 

implemented in real time, generally operate at the pixel level. Two techniques are 

called block and pixel MG (Netravali and Haskell 1988). MC on a block rather than 

a pixel level is less accurate but, depending on the block size, can be significantly 

less computationally expensive. Pixel MC can describe the motion to higher accuracy 

than block methods, although block methods can still estimate most gross motion. 

Block NC methods may require extra bits when there is a bad prediction, but this 

is more than offset by the improved efficiency; block MC methods are therefore most 

often used in coding applications. 

The basic approach taken by block MC is to partition the current frame into I x I 
blacks. For each bldc  (refer to Fi,gue 2.61, a search is performed to find the I x I 

region in the previous frame that provides the best match. Then, instead of processing 

the original frame, the coder transmits the differences between the matched blocks - 

cded the displaced frame difference (DFD) signal - as well as vector information 
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Figure 2.6: Block Motion Compensation 

describing the location of the best matched block in the previous frame. Although 

this technique substantially improves the codec performance, the cost in terms of 

search time can be prohibitive due to the computational load. As a result, numerous 

suboptimal search strategies have been developed, i.e., searching only a small window 

af the previous frame, and the three step search method (Koga et al. 1981). 

Generally, all search methods, including what is called the full-search method, 

search only for matches from a windowed area in the previous frame. The window is 

usually centered about the Mock in the frame currently been encoded. When using 

windowed methods, the search window size used is an extremely important parameter, 

since it affects both the quality of the match and the computational burden of the 

search. As the window area grows from zero, the performance increases up to a point 

and then saturates. Video coders typically have square windowed search regions that 

span f 15 or f 31 pixels in the previous frame. 

A mathematically rigorous definition of the windowed full-search method is as 

foHows. Let repwsent the sequence of frames to be encoded, and 0, frame n. 

Then, let the spatial horizontal and vertical frame dimensions Ee W and H pixels 

respectively, Furthermore, let a macro-block consist of an N x M rectangular 

matrix of pixels, where N and M represent the horizontal and vertical block size 

dimensions respectivejy- hl most MC systems, Therefore, 
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information, we will assume block sizes of N x N pixels, which implies N2 pixels per 

block. Now, when encoding frame n, the frame Rn is partitioned into a set of non- 

overlapping macroblocks denoted by Q,(ri), where ri : i = 1,2, - - - , W H  is a vector 

describing the Cartesian coordinates of the upper left pixel in each macro block. Next, 

let the windowed search area Wi for each block be a rectangular region centered about 

the point r; s?anning horizontally f p and vertically f q pixels and located in Qn-l. 

If N = M ,  the search size variables p and q are, in general, equal. A square search 

region of (2p + 1) x (2p  + 1) pixels will be assumed for the remainder of this work. 

Let mvi represent a vector describing the spatial displacement (i-e., motion) of the 

f2n-l (-) that is referenced relative to position r; in the search window W;. Now, the 

MC algorithm finds the 

argmin 
C d (Qn (ri ) - an-, ( ri - mvi) ) 

according to the matching criterion d(-). In most cases, d(- )  represents the 1, or l2 

norms calculated using all the pixels in the two blocks Qn(r;) and Qn-l(ri - mvi). Tn 
the literature, the one and two norms are referred to as the absolute error 

and the mean squared error 

respectively, where R,,(ri, x, Y) represents the pixel amplitude of pixel (x, y) in the 

macro-block i and in Game n. Given the best motion vector mv; for block i, the ith 

DFD block is defined to be 

QDFD, (ri) = fin (ri) - an-, (ri - mvi) (2.20) 

Findly, the encoder transmits the quantized QDFD, and the motion vector for each 

Block. 

Enhancements and modi6cations to the full-search exist. In conditional replenish- 

ment coding, DFD blocks whose energy is below a given threshold are not transmit- 

t d z  and/or if the energy in the original block has lower energy than its corresponding 
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Figure 2.7: A Motion Compensation Codec 

DFD block, the original block is transmitted instead. Alternative search methods 

are numerous, and two examples of these are the three-step (Koga et al. 1981) and 

decimated (Zaccarin and Liu 1992) searches. These methods reduce the number of 

block compares at the cost of no longer finding the optimal motion vector. In addition 

to searching the previous frame for block matches, Gothe and Vaisey (1993) showed 

that energy in the DFD frame can be reduced by searching more than one previous 

temporal frame with a reduction in the total number of block compares. 

Once an MC method has calculated the DFD, additional coding tools are used to 

remove additional redundancy from the DFD frame. The use of the discrete cosi~e 

transform, or a vector quantizer followed by entropy coders, are possible choices for 

further DFD frame coding. Figure 2.7 shows a block diagram of such a codec. Because 

quantizers are used, both the encoder and decoder use a previously reconstructed 

frame as the searched frame in order to prevent the propagation of quantization noise. 

To remove the propagation of distortion due to channel error in the MC decoder, 

frames not encoded with MC are periodically transmitted. 
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2.5 Transform Coding 

Transform codecs are important and are integral parts of modern video codecs such 

as MPEG (LeGall 1991) and H.261 (Liou 1991). Given an N-dimensional data set, a 

transform coder is used to alter the space so that the signal energy is compacted into 

as few components as possible. Many transform coders exist. The transform that 

minimizes the overall distortion for a given number of coefficients transmitted is the 

Karhunen-Lohve transform (KLT) (Clarke 1985); however, it is not practical to use the 

KLT, because the transform basis vectors are dependent on the covariance matrix of 

the image data and must be recomputed each frame or every several frames (because of 

changing frame statistics). The most commonly used transform is the discrete cosine 

transform (DCT). This transform provides a significant reduction in computational 

complexity over the KLT, even though its performance is only slightly less than the 

KLT for autoregressive process with high correlation. The two-dimensional DCT is 

defined as follows: 

where x, forw=O 
C(w) = 

1, for w = 1 , 2  ,..., n - 1  

Other non-optimal transforms include the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), Walsh- 

Hactamard transform (WHT), and the discrete sine transform (DST). The DFT is 

inferior to the DCT in that it performs worse with greater computational complexity 

than the DCT. The DFT requires the use of complex numbers, while the DCT uses 

only real numbers. The WHT performance is far from optimal, but it is simple to 

implement (Rabbani and Jones 1991). The DST has poorer performance than the 

Dm and, therefore, there is little reason for its use (Clarke 1985). 

The use of the transform coders in video codecs is popular, especially since the 

DCT is used as an integral part of existing and proposed video standards. One of the 

reasons for the popularity of the DCT is that hardware integrated circuits that benefit 

from economies of scale have been developed. Despite these economic benefits, the 
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biggest disadvantage of using the DCT and other block transform coding tools is the 

blocking effects that appear in the reconstructed images due to quantization, most 

notably at low bit rates. Because of this and because it is hard to exploit the HVS, 

alternative video codecs that don't use transform coding need to be studied. 

Run-lengt h and Entropy Coding 

Often, especially after quantization, further data compression is acl~ievable via run- 

length and/or entropy coders. These methods work with the discrete symbols output, 

from the quantizer and exploit the probability density function (pdf) of the data, 

sequence. 

The output of a quantizer is a sequence of indices that is often encoded simply 

by assigning a binary code to each index kj : j = 1,2, - - .  , L. This implies a, bit rate 

of R = log, L bits per pixel if L is a power of two, else R is rounded to the nearest 

integer larger than log, L. This average bit rate usually decreases when run-length or 

entropy coding methods are applied. The source entropy is a measure that specifies 

the minimum bits needed to represent a source (mder certain conditions, i.e., the rate 

is minimum if the source autocorrelation function is an impulse at zero); it is defined 

where pi represents the probability of symbol kj occurring in the source. This is a ze- 

roth order measure, because it considers each symbol separately. Higher order elitropy 

measures give lower average bit rates if the symbols in the source are correlated. 

Run-length coding is a higher order encoding method that is often used if the data 

source has significant run-lengths of a particular data value, say zero. In this codjng 

scheme, instead of sending n-zeros, one would send the number of consecutive zeros, 

then send the number of consecutive non-zero values followed by the respective noa- 

zero data values. This procedure is repeated for the remainder of the data stream. 

Additional symbols required to describe the run-lengths are introduced to form a new 

source. Generally, one either assigns binary codes to these new symbols or else further 

encodes the new s o m e  with an entropy coder. The former technique iu used in the 

JPEG standard. 
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In summary, entropy coding methods approach the source entropy by using vari- 

able length source coding techniques. These techniques use a priori knowledge of 

e input symbol's relative frequency to code the data. In other words, symbols with 

gh relative frequency in the data stream are coded with short code words and the 

erse for symbols with low relative frequency. Because the resulting code is vari- 

length, good error protection is needed, otherwise a single bit error results in 

s in the rest of the data stream. One common entropy coding method is Huff- 

ding (Huffman 1952). In this technique, a simple algorithm that uses the 

frequency of the data symbols is used to create a Huffman table, which s a 

apping between the symbol indices and calculated binary codes. Once the table is 

nstructed, encoding is achieved via a lookup table. 

Subband and Pyramidal Coding 

video coding methods that are not part of the existing compression standards 

ubband filtering (Woods and O'Neil 1986) and pyramidal coding (Wang and 

berg 1989). These methods perform frequency decompositions of the video source 

are thus conducive to being used in multiresolution coding implementations. 

These methods are not subject to blocking noise effects as in transform coders such 

as the DCT; instead, they spread or smear the quantization noise among numerous 

pixels in the image, which is generally less perceivable by the HVS. 

Subband filtering is an operator. that decomposes an N-dimensional source into 

M frequency bands. One of the benefits of subband filtering video is the compaction 

of the signal energy into the lowest frequency subbands. This occurs because much 

of the video information is at low frequencies. Since most of the signal energy is in 

the lowest frequency bands, this information can be quantized with low distortion, 

whereas, coarser quantizers can be used for the bands that contain little information. 

Subband filtering was first developed for frequency decompositions for speech cod- 

ing, later applied to  image compression by Woods and O'Neil (1986), and to video 

by Karlsson and Vetterli (1988a, 1988b). To describe a subband filtering system, first 

consider a one-dimensional signal source. Decomposition of this source into frequency 

bands is called analysis subband filtering. Once the source is filtered, further cod- 

ing tools like quantization and entropy coders can be used. The reconstruction of 
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Figure 2.8: Subband Analysis/Synthesis Filter Structure 

the signal source from its subband representation is called synthesis filtering. Fig- 

ure 2.8 shows a block diagram of a two-band frequency decomposition subband filter- 

ing system, where the source is high/low pass filtered followed by down-sampling each 

subband by a factor of two. Because of the down-sampling, the resulting two signals 

have the same number of samples as the original. The down-sampled subbands are up 

sampled by two and synthesis filtered to reconstruct the original source. It is known 

that the decimation process results in abasing, but if appropriate filters are used, the 

aliasing is canceled in the synthesis filtering, provided there is no quantization in the 

process. 

Design procedures for generating two band filter sets that perform perfect recon- 

struction without aliasing errors are well documented in the literature. john st ox^ 

(1980) defined quadrature mirror filters (QMF), Smith and Barnwell (1986) defined 

conjugate quadrature filters (CQF), and LeGall and Tabatabai (1988) defined short 

kernel perfect reconstruction filters that can be designed to achieve at least perfect 

reconstruction. For example, consider the highllow pass filters shown in Figure 2.9. If 
these frequency responses represent the analysis filters Hi and Hh, each of the above 

design procedures above would specify the frequency response of the analysis filters 

Gi and Gh. Using the notation h(n) and H ( z )  to represent the filters impulse and 

Z-transforms respectively, and where N is the filter impulse length, the censtraintu 
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Figure 2.9: Analysis Filter Set Frequency Response 

on a QMF are given by 

hr(n) = hr(N - 1 - n ) ,  n = 0 ,  I , - - . ,  N /2  - 1 

hh(n) = - hh(N - 1 - n),  n = 0 ,1 ,  - - - ,  N / 2  - 1 

Hh(z) = HZ(-z) 

G l ( 4  = Hh(-z) 
G h ( z )  = - Hi ( -2 )  

on a CQF are given by 

and on a perfect reconstruction filters are given by 

For all these filters, the reconstructed output sequence is delayed by an amount de- 

pendent on the filter impulse response length. 

Subband filtering can be easily applied to higher dimensions, such as two- and 

three-dimensional image and video filtering respectively. For each added dimension, 

the appropriate filter sets must be designed. In general, N-dimensional filters can 

be used for the N-dimensional signal space, but the design and implementation of 

N-dimensional filters sets for subband filtering that reconstruct the original signal is 

very complex. These filters are called non-separable and have been studied by Vetterli 

(1984) and more recently by Bamberger and Smith (1992). Most practical subband 
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Horizontal filtering Vertical filtering 

Figure 2.10: Spatial Analysis Subband Filtering 

Vertical filtering Horizontal filtering 

Figure 2.11: Spatial Synthesis Subband Filtering 

filtering systems use separable one-dimensional filter sets that are easier to design and 

implement than non-separable filters. Because of this, only one-dimensional separable 

filters were used in this work. In the separable case, the signal space is filtered in each 

dimension to construct the subbands independently. The three filter types defitiecl 

above produce separable filter sets. Figures 2.10 and 2.11 depict the filtering and 

down/up sampling steps required for spatial analysis and synthesis filtering of a video 

frame R respectively. Note: spatial subband filtering of finite sized images must take 

into accout the implementation complexity of filter delays at image edges. One 

method is to support the filters by s adding with zeros, but increasing the image 

size is undesirable. Therefore, a second method called circular filtering is commonly 
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Figure 2.12: Block Diagram of a Pyramidal Codec 

used (Smith and Eddins 1987). Circular filtering is the operation that connects the 

two ends of a horizontal row or vertical column of pixels together so filtering can be 

performed on the circular array of data without requiring padding. This method was 

used in this work for spatial filtering. 

A second multi-dimensional coding method is based on pyramidal decompositions. 

First presented by Burt and Adelson (1983), spatial pyramidal coding can be used 

to transform a video frame or image into a decimated lowpass image and a number 

of difference images. Two advantages this system has over subband filtering are the 

use of feedback methods designed to reduce quantization noise and fewer constraints 

on the filters. Figure 2.12 show the basic block diagram of a pyramidal coder with 

quantization noise feedback. Each step of the pyramid constructs a high frequency 

difference signal consisting of the difference between the reconstructed quantized low- 

pass image from the pyramid one step above. The coder transmits the difference 

signals and one final lowpass representation of the image, which has been filtered 

md decimated many times. Most often, the number of pixels transmitted is more 

than in the original image, but because energy compaction occurs in the frequency 

decomposition, data compression is still achievable. 
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This thesis studies only the integration of subband filters with MC. The integration 

of pyramidal coders with b!C is the topic of another research project. 



Chapter 3 

Performance and St at ist ical 

Measures 

Codec performance can be measured objectively and/or subjectively. Objective mea- 

surements of video cod- are the easiest to make, but objective performance measures 

do not imply the same subjective performance rating. In subjective measurements, 

the human visual system (HVS) is used to perceive impairments. As a result, ob- 

jective and subjective measures of the same sequences may have different or even 

reversed performance ratings. Most basic st atistical measures calculate only first and 

second order st atistics and are generally used to help estimate where the energy in the 

compressed images is located, to design predictors, and to estimate source entropy. 

This chapter defines a number of objective performance and statistical measures, 

3.1 Video Performance Measures 

The most common objective pefformance measure used in image and video compres- 

sion research is the peak-signat-to-noise-ratio (PSNR). This parameter is defined as 

PSNR = 10 log,@ - 
(L::E) 

where the numerator represents the square of the peak input pixel amplitude and the 

denominator is the mean squared error between original and reconstructed images. 

This measure is used to indicate the overall quality of the codec system's reconstructed 



images. A d e  of t h m b  states that the HVS can perceive a c!mnges it? h a g o  quality 

ctf 1 dB. Even thotxgh the PSHR measures tbe squared error, it does not tell where the 

error occurs in the frame and does mt directly measure HVS yrrceivabie impairments; 

it is, therefore, only a reasonable estimate of image quality. 

The relationship betmeen PSNR, quality, and the uumber of bits per pixel, R, 
is the critical characteristic of a codec. The PSNR is calcutated as above, but R 

is measured either by counting encoded bits or by using a stat istical estirlmte, As 

defined in Chapter 2, the zeroth order entropy is defined m 

where pj represents the probability of symbol j occurring in the symbol sequeoce. 

The zeroth order function considers each symbol independently> whereas higl~er order 

entropy measures consider groups of symbols and result in a lower entropy value i f  

the symbols are correlated. 

3.2 Video Statistical Measures 

Simple first and second order image statistics can be estimated ifsiz~g the sample thta 

if we make the assumption that the measured video data is stationary or wide-senst.- 

stationary. 

Consider a video sequence, 52, consisting of a number of image frames, Sl,, with 

spatial width and height of X x Y pix& respectively, and pixeI amplitudes indexed 

as Q,(x, y). Then, the frame mean m, is defined as 

and the frame variance CF& is defined as 

The better the encoder, the more redundancy rernoved from the source. One sta- 

tistical measure, d d  correlation, is used txr indicate how m c h  redundancy has Gtsn 
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removed. The source symbol to symbol correlation generally decreases for better en- 

coders. Assuming a stationary case, the spatial one-step correlation can be estimated 

from the covariance function as follows. The spatial covariance function r (m,  n) (Jain 

f 989) for a. frame is defined as 

Using this function, the one-step correlations in the a: and y directions are defined as 

and 

The spatial covariance function can be used to construct the covariance matrix, as 

defined in Eq. 2.1 1, when designing an affine predict or. 

The temporal covariance function, relative to frame n, is defined as 

where pa,,=-, represents a two ffame mean. The temporal correlation is calculated 

by normalizing (3.81, notably 

where an,,,-= is estimated using pixel amplitudes from both temporal frames. The 

temporal covarimm is used to measwe the correlation between two frames. 



Chapter 4 

MC - Subband Filtering Video 

Codec Design 

This chapter shows how to design and build video codecs that integrate MC with 

subband filtering tools. This is followed by a discussion of expected codec perfor- 

mance ranking. Included in the design process are quantizer design and bit allocation 

algorithms. A discussion of these algorithms is also presented. In this work, the goal 

is to study the performance of video codecs that integrate MC and subband filtering, 

but practical codecs have other components, such as quantizers and entropy coders, 

that also affect the system" performance. Therefore, a generic codec is proposed for 

those coding operations common to all systems studied. A description of a basic video 

cod= is given below. 

Practical video codecs cascade coding tools in a certain order, with each tool per- 

forming some form of data compression or transformation. Often, this ordering has 

a significant impact on the co~ec's performance. Consider Figure 4.1, which shows a 

basic codec. The quantization and entropy coding steps have been separated from the 

main encoder functional block for reasons described below. This codec is symmetric 

$2 Channel 

Fignre 4-1: A Symmetric Video Codec Configuration 
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Channel 

Figure 4.2: A Video Codec with Feedback 

in configuration, whereas Figure 4.2 shows an alternative non-symmetric configura- 

tion that requires decoder feedback. Both configurations are shown, because MC 

and DPCM coding tools require feedback, while others, such as subband filtering and 

transform coders, do not. The symmetric codecs studied here have lower computa- 

tional loads than those of non-symmetric design. The non-symmt!tric system encoders 

have much higher computational complexitlea than their respective decoders. In these 

figures, the encoder/decoder blocks represent the integrated coding tools that have 

been studied in this work. 

In order to keep as many as possible codec variables constant, the quantizer and 

entropy coders are set apart from the encoder/decoder functional blocks and made 

the same for all systems developed. The idea is to make a generic quantizer-entropy 

codec bIock that is representative of an actual system. Uniform quantizers were used 

instead of pdf optimized quantizers, because their performance when cascaded with 

entropy encoders is similar to pdf optimized quantizers and their implementation is 

simplified. They are also typically used in video coding standards. In the simulations, 

the entropy coder bit rate was estimated using the zeroth-order-entropy measure. 

Given a particular system configuration, further design questions remain, such as 

how to assign bits among n sources and how to design the uniform quantizers for a 

particular total data rate. Further in this chapter, descriptions on how to integrate 

d subband filtering video coding tools, how to design uniform quantizers, and 

perform bit allocations are given. Expected codec performance rankings are 
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4.1 Video Sequence Notation 

The notation for the video frame sequences is important for understanding the fol- 

lowing discussions. This notation is summarized below. 

Let MC, spatial subband filtering, and temporal subband filtering operations be 

denoted by M, S, and T respectively. Let the encoder input and reconstructed decoder 

output video sequences be denoted by 52 and respectively, and let frame i in these 

sequences be denoted by Qj and hi. For MC systems, let the video sequence of DFD 

frames be denoted by nDFD, let the set of motion vectors for frame i be denoted by 

M K ,  and the complete sequence of motion vectors be denoted by MV. Similarly, for 

T and S systems, the subband sequences are denoted by aT and Qs. For subband 

filtered sequences, low-pass I's and for high-pass h's will be added to the notation 

when describing specific subbands. For example, the video sequence notated by C$?$ 

represents the temporally low-pass, horizontally low-pass, and vertically high-pass 

filtered subband in a TS codec. lastly, let fi represent a quantized video sequence. 

4.2 MC and Subband Filtering Codecs 

There are many ways to integrate MC with subband filtering. Some are relatively 

easy to implement while others are not. Much of the complexity occurs when placing 

coding tools into the MC feedback loop, especially with temporal subband filtering. 

This section describes how to apply MC, spatial subband filtering, and temporal 

subband filtering individually, both pair-wise, and in triples. If one counts all the 

combinations implied above, fifteen different systems are obtained: three individual, 

six pair-wise, and six triplet configurations. First we will study the M, S, and 

codecs; then the TS, ST, SM, MS, TM, and M T  codecs; and finally, the TSM, STM 
TMS, SMT, MST, and NITS codecs. In addition, four modified systems called S 

TM1, TSM1, and STMl are studied. 

The output video sequence(s) from each system's encoder is quanti 

coded. Uniform quantization is used dir 

described next. When subband filtering without using MC, the lowest 

subband generally has frame statistics similar to those of the origin 

cause of this, DPCM is generally used to 
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bands (Woods and Naveen 1992). Therefore, to simulate a generic 

quantizer codec operation, a DPCM with in-loop uniform quantizer is used to quan- 

tize low-passed subbands in codecs that use only subband filtering. The entropy of 

the quantized video sequences is estimated using the zeroth-order-entropy instead of 

actual codec implementations. For those systems using M, the motion vector entropies 

were estimated similarly. 

4.2.1 Codecs Using One Video Coding Tool 

Individually, the three coding methods, M, S, and T, have been conceptually intro- 

duced in Chapter 2. Described below is the implementation of each of these methods. 

The implementation of an M codec for our video codec system is straightforward. 

Refer to Figure 4.3, which shows the video sequences and motion vector sequences 

created in the encoding and decoding MC process. The ith frame is represented by 

the symbol !I; in the middle of a vertical line. In addition, the ith set of motion 

vectors is represented by the symbol MV, underneath the angled arrow. The encoder 

transforms the input video sequence, Q, into the video sequence nDFD and motion 

vectors sequence MV. Each RDFDi and M f / :  is constructed by applying the MC 

algorithm to the present frame !Ii and using the reconstructed frame hi-l as the search 

frame. Following this, M 1/: and the quantized nDFDir f iDFDi ,  are entropy coded and 

transmitted. The decoder reconstructs the sequence ft from BDFD and MV. For each 

time step at the receiver, the arriving information is entropy decoded and split into 

frame fiDFni and the corresponding MI/;. Using the previously reconstructed frame 

frame fiDFDi and M K ,  frame A; can be reconstructed. This reconstruction 

process also occurs in the encoder's feedback decoder. 

The implementation of a four-band spatial subband filtering codec is symmetric, 

as shown pictorially in Figures 2.10 and 2.1 1. For each !Ii, the S encoder con- 

es representing information from different frequency bands in the 

space. Because of decimation, each subband image, !Is,, is one- 

of the original input frame Q;. The subband frames at time step 

as Qgi> RE, R!$, and R;:. Quantization of the four frequency bands - " fib' and f igh ,  which are entropy coded quenc- @-Dpcm 5 as > s 1 

he receiver constructs the output video sequence by decoding 
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time- 

Figure 4.3: The Coding of a Video Sequence using Motion Compensation 

the subbands and synthesis subband filtering. 

The implementation of a temporal subband filtering codec is also symmetric, but 

the decoded frames are time-shifted by a delay equal to the filter set reconstruction 

delay. This adds complexity to all systems that use the T coding tool. To show 

this, consider Figure 4.4, which depicts the frame sequences created when a temporal 

subband filtering system is used to code a video sequence of eight frames. In the figure, - 
a, a$, !2&-Dpm, 64, and 6 represent respectively the original, temporally low- 

pass, temporally high-pass, temporally low-pass DPCM encoded, temporally high- 

pass quantized, and reconstructed video sequences. In addition, the filter set has 

a filter reconstruction delay of one time-step. First, the input video sequence Cl i~ 

both low-pass and high-pass temporally filtered to construct the and Clk video 

sequences. The ah and !2q sequences are then down-sampled by removing the odd 

frames. The remaining even-number frames are quantized, producing the sequences 
- f q-OpCM and dk, and entropy coded. Following this, the decoder builds the fik and 

fiq sequences. Then the synthesis filters are used to construct the sequence 6, but 

with a time-step delay equal to the filter set reconstruction delay. In this example, a 

delay of one occurs. A disadvantage of this technique is that the decoder must store 
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delay 

time- 

Figure 4.4: A Temporally Filtered Video Sequence 

to do the required synthesis temporal filtering. The number of frames required for 

both high and low pass subband sequences is n = F modulo 2 + F/2, where F is 

the number of taps in the longest filter in the filter set. The filter delay also adds an 

implementation complexity at codec startup. One can either pad the video with blank 

frames or use circular filtering. For practical systems, the padding method would be 

chosen, whereas circular filtering may be used for codec simdations. The padding 

method was used in this work. In addition to codec startup, the temporal filter codec 

performance may degrade during scene changes because of changing video statistics. 

Depending on how much the video statistics change between scenes, the codec may 

perform better if the codec is reset at these times. 

4.2.2 Codecs Using Two Video Coding Tools 

Video codecs using pairs of the M, S, and T coding tools are more complex to imple- 

ment. The six possible configurations are TS, ST, SM, MS, TM, and MT. The design 

systems, as well as for two modified systems called SM1 and TM1, 
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are given below. 

The configuration of a TS codec system is similar to a T system, but with the 

addition of further S coding of the 61; and subband sequences. As a result, eight 

subband sequences are created: 61g:i, CkF!:, nk24, 61k!i, Q Z  , 61$zy, and 
61$2. Continuing with the same notation as in Figure 4.4, only the even frames in 

these sequences are further encoded, again because of the temporal down-sampling in 

the T encoder. The eight subbands are quantized and entropy encoded. The receiver 

reconstructs the eight subbands and then synthesis TS filters them to form the output 

video sequence A. The output sequence is also time-shifted by a delay equal to thr 

filter set reconstruction delay. 

The configuration of an ST codec system is straightforward, and can be easily 

implemented. In this system, the input video a is S encoded, producing the four 

subband sequences a:, 61F, a:, and 0:. Next, each of the four subband sequences 

are simply encoded with a T encoder as if they were ordinary input sequences. This 

system, and all systems that use both S and T coding tools, will produce eight sub- 
lh-1 n l h - h  bands. The symbols used for the eight subbands are: a$:&, O;I~, s-T, 

ahl-1 a h l - h  ~ h h - I  
S-T, S-T 9 

S-T, and 61ih_rh. These subbands are quantized and entropy coded. 

The receiver reconstructs the subbands and synthesis filters the subbands resulting in 

the output video sequence a. Because separable filters are used, the performance of 

the TS and ST systems is expected to be very similar, if not the same. 

The SM codec configuration is simple and easy to implement. Here, the input 

sequence 61 is S encoded into four S sequences. Then each of the S sequences, @, 
a?, Sly, and ngh, are separately M encoded into the DFD frame video sequences 

hi a$-DFD, S1g-DFD, and nitDFD and motion vector sequences M V ~ ,  MV:, 

MV;', and M v i h .  The four DFD frame sequences are quantized before they and 

their respective motion vector sequences are entropy coded. The receiver performs 

entropy decoding, M decoding on each of the four data streams, and then S synthesis 

filtering to construct the output video sequence 6.  
The system SM1 (Paek, Kim, and Lee 1992) is a modified version of an SM 

codec. The modification is that M is performed only on the subband sequence 0: 
and not on the other subband sequences. This system would transmit the encoded 

video sequences ng> @ l ,  and and the motion vector sequence M V ~ .  

This system is of interest, because i t  requires only one quarter the number of MC 
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computations compared with the SM system. Its performance may be hypothesized 

to be similar to that of the SM system. 

The configuration of an MS system consists of the basic structure of an M system, 

but with the addition of S coding the DFD frame video sequence QDFD. Because the 

S codec is placed after the M system, only one motion vector sequence MV is created. 

On the other hand, fow subbands are input to the quantizer. The subband sequences 
It lh hl hh are denoted as: $2DFD-S, $2DFD-S, aDFDVS, and aDFD-S. Each quantized subband 

sequence and motion vector sequences are entropy coded and transmitted. The de- 

coder performs inverse entropy coding, reconstruction of the subbands, S synthesis 

filtering, and M decoding to construct the output video sequence 6. 
The configuration of a TM system is similar to that of an SM system. Instead of 

applying M to the four S subbands in an SM system, M is applied to the T subband 

video sequences and a$ in a TM system. For the two parallel M coders, the 
" " 

respective quantized video sequences ahwDFD and ah-DFD, and the motion vector 

sequences M V ~ ,  MV$, are entropy coded and transmitted. The output video se- 

quence in the receiver is again the sequence A. The search frame used by the MC 

algorithm is two time-steps back, since the T sequences are decimated by two. 

The system TM1 is a modified version of a TM codec. The modification is that M 
- is performed only on the subband sequence $2; and not on the subband sequences. 

This system would transmit the encoded video sequences and a!, and the 

motion vector sequence M V ~ .  Like the SM system, this system is also of interest, 

because it requires only one-half the number of MC computations compared to the 

TM system. Its performance is hypothesized to be similar to that of the TM system, 

especially if the high-pass bands contain little information. 

In this work, the most complex coding configuration to implement is that of when 

an M coder precedes a T coder. Two reasons make this system complex. First, 

temporal decimation implies that the MC algorithm must use search Games that are 

modulo-2 fkames back instead of the previous frame. Second, the temporal recon- 

struction delay forces an eveE larger temporal delay between the encoded frame and 

the search frame. To explain why this is so, consider the two pictorial Game sequences 

shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4; if the figures are overlaid so that the M sequence aDFD 
s the T system's input sequence J Z ,  then the complexity can be seen. To make 

understand, Figure 4.5 shows this overlapping when coding frames R; 
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and At time step il the decoder output frame sequence is delayed by T time 

steps, where T is equal to the filter set reconstruction delay. Therefore, the search 

frame used to encode frames i and i - 1 is the reconstructed output frame hi-1 -T. 

In the figure, the two dotted vertical lines point to this frame. This output frame is 

the most recent frame that can be reconstructed at time-step i and i - 1. The figure 

also shows the temporal video sequences and that are quantized to the fib - 
and sequences that, in turn, are entropy coded. The sequence AoFD represeuts 

the reconstructed DFD sequence in the synthesis filter bank of the decoder. In this 

system, both the two quantized temporal bands and the motion vector information 

are entropy coded and transmitted. Because of the filter delay, buffering of the mo- 

tion vector sequence must occur in either the encoder or decoder until the delayed 

DFD frames are reconstructed and decoded. This system has a major disadvantage in 

that the M algorithm must search temporally delayed frames instead of the previous 

frame. One would expect that, as the filter delay increases, the codec performance 

will degrade. 

These six orderings comprise all pair-wise combination of the three coding tools 

M, S, and T. The pair-wise configuration descriptions will be used when describing 

the triple-wise configurations below. 

4.2.3 Codecs Using Three Video Coding Tools 

The eight video codec configurations using all three coding tools M, S, and T are 

labelled TSM, STM, TSM1, STM1, TMS, SMT, MTS, and MST. For all codecs, 

quantization and entropy coding are performed on all transmitted image sequences, 

while only entropy coding is applied to the motion vector sequences. Because all these 

systems use M coding, DPCM quantization is not used in any of these systems. 

The first two systems, TSM and STM, are the simplest configurations of the six 

triple-coding-tool systems. Each system is constructed by applying M to the eight 

subband sequences of a TS or ST coder. The eight separate DFD frame sequences 

and the motion vector sequences are transmitted. 

The next two systems, TSMl and STM1, are modified versions of the TSM and 

STM systems respectively. In these systems, M is applied only to the lowest frequency 

subband sequences Z~F:: and for the systems TSMl and STM1 respectively. 
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Figure 4.5: An MC - Temporally Filtered Video Sequence 

subband sequences are not M coded. The reason for studying 

e same as that given for the SMI and TMI systems. It is hypothe- 

zed that the TSMl and STMl systems will perform similarly to the TSM and STM 

ass bands contain little information. 

system can best be seen by considering the configura- 

with an MS system. Two motion vector sequences M V ~  
structed and transmitted, whereas, eight subband-DFD sequences 

I-hh h-11 h-lh h-hl 
FD-SS %-DFD-S, n~-DFD-S, QT-DFD-S, QT-DFD-s, 
d and transmitted. 

ation of an SMT codec can be seen as the cascading of 
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an S codec and an MT codec. The four output sequences of the S coder are in- 

put to four separate MT codecs. In this system, four motion vector sequences and 

eight subband-DFD video sequences are constructed and transmitted: M V ~ - ~ ~ ~ ,  

MV',-~F~, MV$YDFD, and MV$kDFD, and the subband-DFD video sequences are 
It-h ~ i h - 1  ih-h ah'- '  $2"'- h denoted as: Q:~bFD-T, Q S - ~ ~ ~ - ~  I S-DFD-T ZIS-DFD-~ I S-DFD-T I S-DFD-T 5 

hh-1 hh-h as-DFD-T 7 and QS-DFD-T- 

The last two systems, MTS and MST, are similar in configuration. These systems 

place the three-dimensional subband codecs, TS and ST inside the M feedback loop. 

These systems are subject to a reconstruction frame delay, due to the temporal fil- 

tering operator. Only one motion vector sequence is created in these systems but, 

as usual, eight DFD-subbands are created. The notation used for the subbands is 

the same as that for the TS arid ST systems except that a "DFD" is added to the 

subscript. 

4.3 Expected Codec Performance Rankings 

The expected performance rankings of the nineteen MC-subband filtering codecs de- 

scribed in the previous section are hypothesized here. In addition to the nineteen 

systems, three more systems, PCM, DPCM, and MDCT, are added to the rankings 

as representative standard coding methods. In the discussion below, a "-" is used to 

represent the same or comparable ranking. 

Starting with the standard systems, the ranking in descending order is expected 

to be M - MDCT, DPCM, and PCM. The M codec is expected to perform similarly 

to an MDCT system, but the MDCT has improved strengths during scene changes 

and at low rates, because of the DCT's abilities at coding still images. A DPCM 

codec is expected to perform worse than MC based systems and better than a PCM 
codec, because the MC predictive coding performs better and PCM does not remove 

redundancy. 

Next, S, T, TS, and ST systems are considered. The ranking in this group in 

descending order is expected to be TS - ST, S, and T. The performance of the TS and 

ST codecs is expected to be similar, especially if separable filters are used. Because TS 
and ST operate in both temporal and spatial dimensions, they are expet 5x3 to perform 

better than either S andfor T codecs. Two-dimensional spatial subtand filtering is 
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better than one-dimensional temporal sabband filtering, 

42 

because 

of the added dimension and the increase in the number of subbands in the codecs 

designed in this work. It is hypothesized that the subband fdtering codecs will rank 

below the M and MDCT codecs, but above the DPCM and PCM codecs, because of 

MC abilities to remove temporal redundancy and subband filtering energy compaction 

abi1i ties respectively. 

Now consider the SM, SMl, TM, TMl, MS, and MT codecs. The expected ranking 

in descending order for these systems is SM, SMl - MS - TM, and TM1 - MT. SM 

coding is expected to have the best ranking here, since S coding performs better than 

T and because T and M coding tools remove only temporal redundancies in TM based 

codecs. Both temporal and spatial redundancies are removed in SM based codecs. The 

performance of aU modified systems, such as SM1 and TM1, is expected to be below 

the respective systems, in this case, SM and TM. The performance of MS is expected 

to be below SM because S filtering of the DFD frames places more energy into the 

high frequency subbands as compared with the SM subbands. This occurs because the 

DFD frames contain proportionally more high frequency information than the original 

frames, i.e., the DFD frames contain information in the regions of motion where poor 

prediction estimates are made and the frames tend to have a zero-mean. As a result, 

subband filtering afier MC does not achieve the same amount of energy compaction 

as cornpaxed to when it is used before MC. The same is expected when comparing 

the MT and TM systems. Comparing these system performances to the previous two 

groups, the SM codec is expected to perform similady to the M - MDCT systems. 

The worst performing cod- in this group, TM1 - MT, are expected to perform 

comparably to the TS - ST codecs. 

A last grouping of codec configurations include the TSM, STM, TMS, SMT, MTS, 

MST, TSMl, and STMl systems. The expected ranking in descending order for these 

systems is TSM - STM, SMT - TSMl - STM1, and TMS - MTS - MST. The TSM 

a d  STM cdecs ase e-~aed to perfom similarly, since TS a d  ST are expected to 

have the same performance. The cod- that place MC last in the configurations are 

expected to perfctrm better than those that place it earlier, because subband filtering 

of tthe DFD frames is h y p t h e s i d  to not achieve as  much energy compaction as 

mbbztnd filtering of t;he original video frames (see discussion in previous paragraph). 

Again, the modified systems, TSMl and STM1, are expected to perform worse than 

- 



TSM and STM respectidy- It is not known hmv well they wit! perform eo~siiipiired 

to the other systems, but it is hypothesized they will perform comparably with the 

SMT system. The TSM - STM codecs are expected to rank similarly with or just 

below the SM and M - MDCT codecs. These systems are expected to perform eve11 

better than the SM am3 M - MDCT codecs if the video has little information in the 

high frequency subbands, because most of the video information will be compacted 

in the low frequency subbands. The TMS - MTS - MST codecs are expected to rank 

similarly to the MS, MT, and TS - ST systems. 

4.4 Uniform Quantizer Design Methods 

The design of a uniform quantizer for a given source is generally a funct ion of the input 

statistics. As described in Chapter 2, a uniform quantizer can be either midtread 

or midrise, can have a dead-zone or not, and has a parameter called the step-size 

(A). For the sources in this work, the pdf's tend to be Laplacian in shape, highly 

peaked at zero (Karlsson and Vettedi 1988a; Woods aad O'Neil 1 %6). Ebr example, 

Figure 4.6 shows the 12th DFD frame from the video test sequence ing Pong" and 

the DFD frames histogram. The pixels in the frame are scaled by 4 and offset by 

127 so the DFD image detail can be seen in the figure. Midtread quantizers with 

a reconstruction output value at zero tend to perform better for these sources than 

midrise types, because the high density oilow amplitude d u e s  around zero dominate 

the quantizer distorkion- 

If simple midtread or midrise uniform quantizers are to be designed, the design 

Figure 4.6: An MC DFD Frame and PDF From the &Ping Video Sequence 
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parameters are the step-size (5) and the bit rate (R), which translates directly into 

the number of reconstruction values L = 2'. For a given bit rate (R), the A that 

minimizes the distortion between the quantizer input and reconstructed values is 

desired. Figure 4.7a shows this relationship, For small A, the distortion (D) is high 

and is dominated by the overload distortion effects, while for large A, D is dominated 

by granular noise. Betweeu these two extremes the distortion has a minimum that 

represents the optimal 5 for the given R. Procedures exist for estimating A from the 

source variance o2 (Jayant and No11 f Wt), but they do not guarantee an optimal value. 

If a training set with statistics representative of the source is obtained, minimization 

algorithms, such as the Golden Section search (Press et al. 1988), can be used. Besides 

the D versus A relationship, the quantizer function that relates D to R is useful when 

performing bit allocations among many sources. Bit allocation is described in the next 

section. Given a set of optimal A's for given R's, the D versus R rdationship for a 

uniform quantizer is shown in Figure 4.7b. In a well-behaved system, the shape is 

convex. The higher the R, the lower the D. 

Stepsize (A) Bit-rate (R)  

Distrortion 

Figure 4.7: Uniform Quibntizir a.) Distortion versus St ep-size and b.) Distort ion 
versus Bit Rate Relationships 

Distrortion 

4.5 Bit Allocation Methods 

P) hL i > (D)hc I > 

h addition to cock configuration and qumtizer design concerns, the allocation of bits 

among several qumtizers is an important factor in the systems performance. Given 

a fixed bit rate, how do we assign bits to  the quantizers to achieve the best system 

performance? h simple MG systems that do not segment the DFD images, only one 

image sequence is quantized and t rasmitkd;  however, in subbandJDGT systems, 
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more than one imagefcoefficient sequence is transmitted and bit assignment design 

problems exist. For the discussion in this section, let each different. image sequences 

represent a data source. The bit allocation problem therefore becomes one of assigning 

bits among n sources. 

Numerous bit allocation algorithms exist. Three common methods include the 

greedy algorithm (Gersho and Gray 19921, an analytical algorithm (Gersho and Gray 

1992; Woods and Naveen 1992), and the Brei~nan, Friedman, Olshen, and Stone 

(BFOS) algorithm (Riskin 1991). The greedy algorithm incrementally assigns bits to 

the sources based on those that contribute the most distortion. The analytical algo- 

rithm simply calculates the bit allocation as a function of the source variances. Ti le  

calculated allocations must be adjusted to non-negative integer rates, since the cal- 

culation produces fractional rates and sometimes even negative rates. This algorithm 

is best suited to sources that are created using the same coding methods. The BFOS 

algorithm, on the other hand, finds the optimal bit allocation using tree searches, and 

can easily be used for sources with varying statistics. This is the technique used in 

this work. 

The BFOS algorithm works on the following principle. A distortion rate table 

is constructed by independently calculating quantizer noise power distortions at a 

number of rates for each source and then combining this information into a table. 

The algorithm uses this table to find a bit allocation for a user specified target, rate. 

Consider Figure 4.8 which shows the relationship of average distortion to average 

rate where the dots represent all possible bit allocations using the independent source 

distortion rate table data. The lowest possible distortion for a given rate is described 

by the solid curve on the graph, called the convex hull; the points joined by the 

dotted lines represent optima1 bit allocations for particular rates along the convex 

h d .  The convex h d  is not always attainable for all optimal bit allocations. In the 

figme, only four bit allocations are on the convex hull. The BFOS algorithm starts 

allocating bits at a high d e  and then traces out the convex hull by deallocating bits 

mtif a bit allocation rate equal to or less than the target rate is reached. Only those 

allocations on the convex h d  are selected by the BFOS algorithm; therefore, to select 

&hose optimal allocatio~s not on the convex hull, the greedy algorithm is used to add 
bits to the BFOS bit;-docation until the target rate is reaebed. The specifics of the 

algorithm. are given in Riskin (1991 ). 
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Average 
Distrortion 

D 
Average Rate (R) 

Figure 4.8: BFOS Distortion versus Rate Relationship 

The distortion rate table can be constructed when designing the quantizers. This is 

straightforward wheri the source distortions have a one-to-one scaling or have the same 

weighting on the final reconstructed video. When this is not so, such as in subband 

filtering, the distortion must be scaled appropriately. The next section describes 

subband weighting factors. 

4.5.1 A Filter Bank Noise Power Weighting Estimate 

The mean-squared-error (MSE) between the original and the corresponding quantized 

frame represents the noise power. It is often useful to know how the quantizer noise 

power in each subband scales to the output, especially when performing quantizer bit 

allocations among the bands. The non-unity noise scaling results from the synthesis 

filter frequency responses. A derivation on how to weight subband noise power through 

one, two-, and three-dimensional synthesis filter banks follows. Three assumptions 

are used here: the subbands are independent of each other, one-dimensional separable 

filters are used, and the noise power is white. 

Consider the single synthesis subband filtering step shown in Figure 4.9, where 

&he input signal z(n) is up-sampled and filtered to get the output signal yz(n). Using 

Figure 4.9: A Subband Synthesis Filter 
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Figure 4.10: Spectral Imaging of Interpolation Operator 

basic stochastic process theory for linear-shift-invariant (LSI) systems, Woods and 

Naveen (1992) have shown that the average power spectral density of the output of 

an up-sampler is 

This relationship 

the input, x,  and 

is shown pictorially in Figure 4.10. Next, the relationship between 

output, y, for a LSI system, such as the filter G(z ) ,  is given by 

Using these two relationships, an expression that estimates the contribution of the 

noise from the input to the output can be found. Ignoring the source information for 

the moment, let x ( n )  represent the noise signal and assume the noise is white with 

variance 02. This assumption is good for a high bit rate uniform quantizer. Then, 

the input power spectral density is 

and, using (4.1) and (4.2), the power spectral densities of P,,,, and P,,,, are 

and 

I ? ! ,  (w) = 3 I ~ w )  1 . 
2 

The variance ~2 of the output is of interest. Using Parseval's Theorem, 
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From this relationship, the scaling of the noise though the filter bank is 

When subband filtering two-dimensional and three-dimensional data with separable 

one-dimensional subband filters, the noise power scaling is simply the product of the 

individual weighting factors, thus, for separable two-dimensional filters, 

h v 
W k = W k W k  , (4.8) 

where w:, and wj represent the vertical and horizontal weighting factors respectively. 

Similarly, with separable three-dimensional filters, 

where wi, wi, and w: represent the vertical, horizontal, and temporal weighting 

factors respectively. These weighting factors are used to scale the subband distortion 

values in the BFOS algorithm's distortion rate table. The algorithm then assigns bits 

as a function of the reconstructed noise power, as desired. 



Chapter 5 

Video Codec Simulations and 

Results 

In the previous chapters, video coding tools, performance measures, and video codec; 

configurations were described. Using this information, simulations of twenty-two video 

codecs were run aad their performances recorded. 

This chapter describes the simulation test video sequences, the subband filtering 

filter sets, and the video codec simulations and results. 

5.1 Test Video Sequences 

Three standard eight bit precision monochrome video test sequences are used in this 

work. The three sequences represent different scenes and differing levels of motion. 

The sequences, "Miss Americav, "Ping Pong" , and "Salesman", are labeled "mis.sa", 

"pongzn, and "sales" respectively in this thesis. The missa sequence has low-motion 

and shows a person's head and shoulders shot with a low detailed background. The 

pongi sequence shows a high-motion ping-pong game, whose scene pans right and then 

left. Finally, the sales sequence has medium-motion and shows a salesman, seated at 

a desk, talking and moving his arms. In sales, the background has high detail. The 

first frames in each of these sequences are shown in Figure 5.1. 

All three video sequences have frame widths of 360 pixels, but were changed to a 

width of 356 pixels so that the MC macro blocks of size 8 x 8 were evenly divisible 

into the spatially down-sampled subbands. The height of the frames in missa and 
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missa sales 

Figure 5.1: First Frames of Simulation Test Video Sequences missa, sales, and pongi 

sales is 288 pixels, and 240 pixels in pongi. In all simulations, the first 30 sequence 

frames were used. 

5.2 Subband Filtering Filter Sets 

Seven different filter sets were used in this work, since their choice also affects system 

performance. The sharper the cutoff region in the frequency response, the lower the 

aliasing energy in the subbmds, which one would expect to result in a lower bit rate. 

Also, quadrature mirror Bter sets produce uncorrelated subbands, because the filter 

sets are orthogonal to each other, but this feature does not say anything about the 

correlation inside the subbands. If the decorrelation is significant, the performances 

might show this. 

and may have a 

On the other hand, short kernel filters require fewer computations 

performance similar to longer filters of other design. In order to 
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explore these issues, sample quadrature mirror filters (QMF), conjugate quadrature 

filters (CQF), and short kernel perfect reconstruction filters (PRF) were studied. 

Three filters were of the QMF type: a 2 tap filter defined by Smith and Barnwell 

(1986); and the 16b and 32c filters designed by Johnston (1980). These filters will be 

denoted as the 2-QMF, 16b-QMF, and 32c-QMF filters respectively. The two ( Q F  

filters are the 8 and 16 tap filters designed by Smith and Barnwell (1986). These 

filters will be denoted as the 8-CQF and 16-CQF filters respectively. The last two 

filters were the 3-5 and 4 tap perfect reconstruction filters (PRF) designed by LeGall 

and Tabatabai (1988) and are denoted as the 3-5-PRF and 4-PRF filters respectively. 

Figure 5.2 shows the frequency responses for all seven filter sets. For each filter set, 

the analysis and synthesis low and high pass filters responses are shown. The impulse 

responses for each filter set are given in Ap@ndix B. As the figure indicates, the 

longer the impulse length, the flatter the in-band response and the sharper the cutoff 

region. The longer filters have a more ideal frequency response; however, they require 

extra computations to implement. For all filter sets, the analysis filters have unity 

gain and the synthesis filters have a gain of two. In the subband filtering process, a 

gain of two is required to restore the original signal power after up-s- -npling. 

The filter set weighting factors for one- and two-dimensional subband filtering are 

given in Tables 5.1-5.2. Other than the weighting factors for the 3-5-PRF and 4-YIlP 
filter sets, the factors have unity values to four decimal places. These factors are used 

to scale the subband image quantizer noise powers so that the BFOS bit allocatio~l 

algorithm assigns bits based on the reconstructed noise power. 

Table 5.1: One-Dimensional Weighting Factors for the Seven Filter Sets 
I Filter I Weighting Factors 1 
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Figure 5.2: The Seven Filter Sets Frequency Responses 

Simulations and Results 

Video codec simulations were performed using the test sequences and filter sets de- 

scribed above. In fact, a total of twenty-two different video codecs were constructed 

and tested. The systems include PCM, DPCM, and MDCT configurations in order 

to have a baseline against which to compare the MC/subband filtering codecs. The 

MDCT configuration is an M codec that uses the DCT to further code the DFD 

blocks. This codec was developed as a representative of standard systems such as 

MPEG and p x 64 . The remaining system configurations consist of the fifteen sys- 

tems and the four modified systems detailed in the last chapter. The aim of this 

section is to present codec resdts, and to show the strengths and weaknesses of each 
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codec. 

The video codec performance results using the three sequences p o l ~ g i ,  rndssn and 

sakes will be presented for all the systems. The major performance measurement used 

is the relationship between the PSNR and the entropy (bit rate). It is desired to have 

the highest PSNR for the lowest bit rate possible. The simulations varied the codec 

bit rate over the range of 0-3 bits/pixel. The second performance measure recorded is 

the set of correlation coefficients, p,, p,, and p,. These values were measured before 

quantization and are used as an indication of the codec's ability to remove redundancy. 

Finally, the third performance measure studied is the encoded pixel variances. If the 

variance is reduced, the bit rate is expected to decrease. 

In all systems, the Golden Section search was used for designing the uniform 

midtread quantizers, and the BFOS algorithm for bit assignments. The MC block 

sizes were chosen to the standard size of 8 x 8 and the conditional full search was 

used. The conditional full search transmits the present macro block if its energy 

is lower than any of its corresponding DFD blocks calculated using the full search 

algorithm. The search window size parameter p was set to 8 when encoding full size 

frames and set to 4 when encoding spatially decimated subband frames. The search 

variable was halved to keep the search region in the S codec subband frames, which 

were decimated by two in each spatial direction, the same as in the full sized frames. 

The block size for the spatially and temporally decimated frames remained at 8 x 8. 

The MSE distortion measure was used to find the block matches. 

The results are presented in four major groupings. The standard PCM, DPCM, 

M, and MDCT systems are presented as Group 1. Single and pair-wise systems S, 

T, TS, MS and MT performances are presented individually and are then compared 

as a group against the M and MDCT performances; these codecs define Group 2. 

Table 5.2: Two-Dimensional Weighting Factors for the Seven Filter Sets 
I Filter I Weighting Factors 
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In Group 3, the pair-wise systems SM, SM1, TM, and TM1 results are given and 

comparisons are made between them and the standard systems. In Group 4, triple 

systems STM, STMI, TMS, SMT, and MTS results are given. All the systems are 

ranked in order of performance, and the best performing systems are then discussed 

and compared. Finally, subjective comparisons are made of three systems, MDCT, 

SM, and TSM. It was found that the performance of systems using a TS or ST 

grouping was very similar since separable filters were used. As a result, only the TS 

grouping results are being presented. This applies to the ST, STM, STM1, and MST 

re objective performance results are presented, a word about the subjective 

the PSNR quality measure is given here. The higher the PSNR value, the 

e reconstructed video quality, but the PSNR scale shifts for different video 

t 1 bitlpixel, a PSNR of 33, 42, and 41 dB for the pongi, missa, and sales 

spectively is considered a good system performance. Subjective quality 

ns are made of images shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25. 

Video Codec Results for Group 1: PCM, DPCM, M, 

and MDCT 

art, consider the standard coding systems PCM, DPGM, M, and MDCT and 

their performance. Figure 5.3 shows the PSNR versus entropy relationships for these 

s. As expected, the PCM system is inferior to the other systems, which all 

redundancies between pixels. For all three test sequences, the DPCM codec 

rms much better than the PCM but poorer than the M and MDCT systems. 

The MDCT codec performs best in rnissa, and sales, and for low rates in pongi. The 

MDCT system performance curves extend to lower rates than for the other systems. 

This occurs here because there are many more sources to produce fractional rates, 

i.e., 64 DCT coefficient sources. The same could be achieved for the other systems if 

the images were to be segmented into a number of sources. A source can be divided 

into N sources by using an assignment law to assign the samples to the sources. One 

would generally want aU pixels in a given source to share a common property (eg: 

background or foreground). Source segmentations were not done here, because the 

systems perform well for the bit rates of interest. Table 5.3 shows the temporal and 
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Table 5.3: Group 1 Correlation and IVeighted Variance Video Statisti.cs 
sequence codec I u2 I Px I P y 1 P= 

PCM 1 2713.431 1 0.8471 1 0.8181 I 0.7289 
I pongi DPCM 1 465.435 ] 0.0191 1 0.0751 1 -0.1408 1 

M I 114.441 1 0.1958 I 0.4391 1 -0.0433 
PCM 872.747 1 0.9868 1 0.9751 1 0.9921 

spatial one step correlation coefficients and variances for the PCM, DPCM, and M 

systems. The values indicate that, as the system performance increases, the pixel 

correlations decrease and the variances drop. These results are not given for the 

MDCT case, because the DCT coefficients are usually coded block-by-block instead 

of coefficient-by-coefficient at the frame level. The MDCT correlation coefficients are 

important; however, the correlation coefficients used here show redundancy removal 

in the subbands, and the MDCT codec is used only as a benchmark system with 

missa DPCM 
M 
PCM 

sales DPCM 
M 

which to compare overall performances. 

There is a cost to increased performance: computational load. As an indication 

of this load, the number of multiplications and additions per frame are estimated for 

15.725 
6.547 

11 48.700 
55.704 
15.572 

each system. A PCM codec adds no computational load, whereas the DPCM predictor 

adds multiplications and additions. Given frame widths and heights of W x H pixels 

-0.3407 
0.0762 
0.9268 

-0.1579 
0.1 965 

and using the three step predictor defined in Chapter 2, the computational load for a 

DPCM encoder is 
r, = 3WH per frame 

9 (5.1) 
I?, = 3WH per frame 

where r, and I', represent the number of multiplications and additions. Using block 

sizes of N x N, a search window size parameter y, the full search method, and the 

-0.0650 
0.3790 
0.9305 
0.0348 

-0.0104 

- - 

-0.0875 
-0.0410 
0.9842 
0.3540 

-0..?554 



Figure 5.3: PSNR vefsas Entropy for Group 1 Systems: PCM, DPCM, M, and M- 
DCT 
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MSE distortion measme, the computational load per frame far aa h.i rncuder is 

= (N2 + 1) (2p  + I ) ~  (q) per frame 

= (2N2 - 1) (2p  + (9) per frame 

Note: the r, and I?, per block compare is dependent on the distortion measure, and 

the number of block compares per encoded block is dependent on the search rnettluct. 

If the ABS distortion measure is used, muitiplication is not required and, if tile t hrce 

step search method is used, the number of block compares per encoded block drops 

to 910g2p (Gothe and Vaisey 1993). The MDCT codec irnplerneats the recursive DCT 
algorithm developed by Hou (1987). f i r  this algorithm, 63 multiplications a d  183 

additions are required per encoded block when N = 8. Using these formulas, the corn- 

putational load measured in mdtipEcations/additions for the DPCM, M, and MDCT 
systems to encode a macro block of size 8 x 8 pixels is 192/192, 18785/36703, ancf 

18848/36886 computations respectively, The DCT encoding adds a toact of 63/183 

rnultiplication/additions per block to the M encoder. From these numbers, it is appar- 

ent that full search MC has an extremely high computation load. In ;a real M sys tern, 

not all blocks in the frame are transmitted if conditional repfenish~lrent methods are 

e-rclployed. In this we ,  DCT computations are not required for un- transmi t ted blocks. 

5.3.2 Video Codec Results for Group 2: S, T, TS, MS, and 

MT 

Hex%, results fur S, T ,  TS, &IS, and MT are given. Figures 5-45.10 record the PSNR 
versus entropy refationship, For each system, several filter sets were used to detar- 

mine the effect the f i k r  sets have on the codec performance. The trade-off between 

performance and computations is important, so it is hoped that codex using short 

kame1 filter sets peifonn similarly or better than those codecs using longer kernel 

flkr sets. 
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Figure 5.4 shows the PSNR versus entropy relationship for an S system and for all 

three vidw test sequences. in the figure, resdts for aii seven filter sets are plotted. 

In the pongi sequence at low rates, below 1 bit/pixeI, the performance of all the 

filters, except the 4PRF filter, is very similar. At high rates, the 3-5-PRF Ster  has 

superior performance over the other filter sets. In the mksa sequence, the I6bQMF 

and 32c-QMF filters have the best performance at both low and high rates, but the 

3-5-PRF filter's perfonnancr: is not much worse than that of these filters. In the 

sales sequence, at low rates, all the filters except the 2-QMF and 4PRF have similar 

resuits and, at high rates, the 3-5-PRF has the best performance followed by the 

16b-QMF and 32c-QMF filter sets. These results show that no one filter set has the 

best performance for spatial subbad atering of video frames, and that performance 

is dependent on frame statistics, The results show also that the performance of the 

3-5-PRF filter set; has the best performance on average for all three sequences. This 

result is of interest, b a s e  of the short kernel length of the filter. i t  takes only 

oneeighth the computations use the 3-5PRF filters as compared to the 32c-QMF 

Hters. 

The work by Wbods and Naveen (1992), comparing the performance of subband fil- 

ter sets, showed that for low bit rates, 0.8-1.8 bitslpixel, the f 6b-QMF and 32c-QMF 

performed better than the 3.5-PEW- The results here agree with that finding for the 

m h a  sequence at afi rates and for sales at rates below 1 bit/pixel, but the pongi 

sequence results do not agree- This discrepancy is explained by the fact that Woods 

and Naveen's work was performed on &&rent test sequences and that 16 subbands 

were used vems the 4 mbbads used bere Even so, the results here show that the 

filter set, performance: is hifly dependent on the video source and that the 3-5-PRF 

is a g d  choice for spatid subband Rfkring- The validity of this choice has been 

confirmed by K a r b n  and Vetterli (2988a), who used the 3-3-PRF filter set because 

these filters have finear phase, low computational complexity, and relatively good 

fiquency seletl%io~ and interps1ation properties. 

Fib- 5.5 shows the PSNR versus entr~py relationship rbr a T system with aii 

t h e  video test. sitq-uenees, h the 6-me, resufts for six filter sets are plotted. The filter 

Laea pedam;mce ratings differ when compared with filter set performance rankings in 

the S system- h the port& sequence, the 2-QMF Hter set has the best performance, 

falllawed by the 3-5PRF filter set. In the missa sequence, the 2-QMF filter set has the 
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Figure 5.4: PSNR versus Entropy for the S System 
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best performance while the 16-CQF and 3-5-PRF filter sets have the next best. In the 

sales sequence, the 3-5-PRF filters have the best performance at low rates, and the 

2-QMF filters have the best performance at high rates. These results show that the 

use of the ZQMF filter set is best in terms of both performance and computational 

load. At low rates, several filter sets perform similarly but, at higher rates, the 2-QMF 

filter set performs as much as 3 to 4 dB higher than the other filter sets. Karlsson 

and Vetterli (1988a) also used the 2-QMF filter for temporal filtering; however, they 

do not justify its use in terms of performance but only in terms of complexity. 

The next system to be discussed is TS. In this system, two different filter sets can 

be used: one for temporal and the other for spatial filtering. Figures 5.6-5.8 show the 

PSNR versus entropy relationships for the three temporal filter sets 2-QMF, 3-5-PRF, 

and 8-CQF respectively, The spatial filter sets used are shown in each graph's key. 

Figure 5.6 shows the results when the 2-QMF temporal filters were used. For pongi, 

the 3-5-PRF spatial filters performed best, followed by the 16b-QMF and 8-CQF 

fdters. For nzissa, the 16b-QMF and 32c-QMF spatial filters performed best, but 

the 3-5-PRF filter also performed well at low rates. For sales, the 3-5-PRF spatial 

filter performed best at low rates while the 16b-QMF and 32c-QMF performed best 

at high rates. Next, Figure 5.7 shows the results when the 3-5-PRF temporal filters 

were used. For pongi, again the 3-5-PRF spatial filters performed best, followed by 

the 16b-QMF and 8-CQF filters. For missa, the 16b-QMF and 32c-QMF spatial 

filter sets performed best at low rates, the 16-CQF at high rates. For sales at low 

rates, all but the 2-QMF spatial filter performed the same, and the 16b-QMF and 

32c-QMF performed best at high rates. Lastly, Figure 5.8 shows the results when 

an &CQF temporal filter set was used. The best spatial filter set was the 3-5-PRF 

for poligi, the I6b-QMF and 32c-QMF for .missa, and the 3-5-PRF for sales. The 

best, temporallspatid Hter set combination was the 2-QMF/3-5-PRF filter sets for 

pngiI and the 2-QMFll6bQMF Hter set fox missa and sales. For each temporal 

f i k r  set, the system performanee far most of the spatial filter sets differs only, at 

the nmsk by 1 dB in magnitude. More specifically, the 2-QMF/3-5-PRF performed 

less than 1 dB below all the best ranking fifter sets. Therefore, favoring the benefits 

of lower wmputations, the temporal/spatid filter set choice of 2-QMF/3-5-PRF was 

considered the best for the TS system. 

The MS and MT system results axe dismssed here and shown in Figure 5.9. In the 
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pongigraph, the MS codec results show that the best fitter set is shared by the 3-5-PKF 

and the 2-QMF filter sets. The M T  codec results show that the short 2-QMF filter has 

the best performance and that the codec performance drops significantly as the filter 

length increases. The temporal filter set reconstruction delay causes this decrease in 

performance, because poorer block matches occur when the MC algorithm is forced 

to use a previous search frame a number of frames back in time compared to a frame 

closer to the present frame. In the missa graph, the MS system results show that 

the 8-CQF filter set is marginally better than the other filter sets; the MT system 

results are the same as in pongi. In the sales graph, the M S  system results show that 

afl the filter sets perform similarly at low rates and the 2QMF filter set perfonns 

marginally better than the others at high rates; the M T  results are the same as those 

found with the previous sequences. Compared to MT, MS coding performs better 

data compression, by as much as 3 dB in pongi and 5 dB in sales. 

Given the results for the five systems, S, T, TS, MS, and MT, Figure 5.10 sbows 

PSNR versus entropy performance comparisons between each system and the M and 

MDCT systems. The 2-QMF and 3-5-PRF filter sets were used for all temporal and 

spatial filtering banks respectively. For the pongi sequence, the system perforniances 

ranked from best to worst are M, MS, MDCT, MT, TS, S, and T. With high motion, 

the codecs using MC perform better than those using only subband filtering. The 

TS codec outperforms either S or T codecs alone. This is expected, because some of 

both the temporal and spatial redundancies are removed. For the missa sequence, the 

performance rankings from best to worst are TS, MDCT, S, T, MS, M, and MT. In 

missa, the performance of the TS codec is better than any mdec using M. I t  appears 

that, for the low motion and low detailed background video sequences, the TS codec 

has advantages over the M codec, Because there is low motion and a low detailed 

background, the high frequency subbands contain little information, As a result, most 

of the information is compacted into the lowest frequency subbands, and so the TS 

cadec performs well. For the sdes sequence, the performance rankings from best to 

worst, are MS, MDCT, TS, T, M, MT, and S. In this sequence, the medium motion and 

high detailed background benefits from M coding to remove temporal redundancies. 

Table 5.4 records the weighted variances and correlations coefficients for encfided 

p m t j  and  miss^ sequences. The variances are adjusted m r d i n g  to the filter weight- 

ing factors. One- and two-dimensional weighting factors are shown in -bles 5.1 and 
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Table 5.4: Group 2 Correlation and Weighted Variance Video Statistics 
sequence codec i =band 

11 1 
pongi S lh2 

h l 3  
hh4 

pongi T 1 1  

I-& 2 
I-h1 3 

pangi TS I-Lh 4 
h-l! 5 
h-lh 6 
h-hl 7 

h-hh 8 
11 1 

pongi MS lh2 
hi 3 

hh4 
pongi EA2' 1 1  

6 2 
Ill 

missa S lh2 
Jd3 

hh 4 
missa T I 1  

h 2 
I-u 1 
I-lh 2 
1-h13 

rnissa T S  I-hh 4 
Jl-JJ 5 
h-lh 6 
6-hl 7 

h-hh 8 
11 1 

hh4 
missa M T  I 1  

5.2. The subband %:ariaaces are largest for the low-pass fiItered subbands, which shows 

how subband filtering can compact energy into a few subbands. The subbands El, E 

and 1 - 1 I  for the S, T, and TS codecs respectively, have been DPCM encoded, so their 

variances have been significantly decreased, similar to the PCM to DPCM decrease 

in vafiztnce. The variances and pixel correlations for these bands would be similar to 

the f CM values if DPCM were not used here. The values for the p, and p, decrease 

to the range of 0.1-0.5 for subband filtering codecs, and to even lower values when 

PAC is dso used. 

The cumputationd laad in terns of numbers of multiplications and additions for 
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this group of systems is calculated. The computational load for subband codecs is a 

function of the number of fiiter taps in the synthesis filters, If the same filters are 

used, the number of multiplications and additions per frame for an S and T system 

is identical: 
l?, = LWH per frame 

7 (5.3) 
fa = (L - 1)WH per frame 

where L is the number of filter taps. The computational load for a TS or ST systerri 

is twice that of an S or T system, since they are simply cascaded one after the other. 

The MS and M T  codecs have a computatio~tal load equal to the sum of an M and 

S, or T ,  system respectively. If the 3-5-PRF and ZQMF filter sets are used for the 

spatial and temporal filtering respectively, then the computational load measured 

in multiplications/additions for the S, T, TS, MS, and MT systems to encode an 

8 x 8 pixel macro block is 2561192, 128164, 6401256, 19041136895, and 18913136767 

computations respectively. The computational load for subband filtering is higher that 

just the DCT, but is two orders of magnitude below the full search M coctec load. 

For the missc sequence, the TS system, with a low computational load, performed 

better than any system that used MC. Proper selection of coding tools is therefore 

important to codec performance and computational load. 

5.3.3 Video Codec Results for Group 3: SM, SMI, TM, 

and TMl  

The next group of codec results to be presented is that consisting of the pair-wise 

SM, SM1, TM, and TM1 systems. Figures 5.11-5.14 show these results. As before, 

the performance of several filter sets was recorded. 

The SM system performance is shown in Figure 5.1 1. In the figure, the curves cross 

each other from low to high rates. The slope of the performance curves tend to change 

at points where bite are first assigned to a subband for t h e  first time. For example, 

consider the first five bit allocations for the 3-5-PRF filter set. The allocations are 

2000, 2200, 2220, 3220, and 2222 bits, where abcd represents bit allocations to bax~ds 

11, Ih, hl, and hh respectively. The entropy at these rates is 0.175, 0.332, 0.489, 0.594, 

and 0.790 bits/pixd. As the figure indicates, the 3-5-PRF curve changes slope twice 

in this bit rate in t end  corresponding with the third and fifth bit allocations where 
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the hl and hh subbands respectively are first assigned bits. For the pongi sequence, 

the best filter sets for &he range tested were the 3-5-PRF and &CQF filter sets. The 

3-5-PRF at high rates was a clear winner. For the mksa sequence, the 8-CQF and 

32c-QMF filter sets performed best at low rates while the 3-5-PRF filter set performed 

best at high rates. For the sales sequence, the filter sets performed best with the 

32c-QMF followed in decreasing order by the 16-CQF, 8-CQF, 3-5-PRF, and 2-QMF 

filter sets. The performances of the codec when using the 3-5-PRF, 8-CQF, 16-CQF, 

and 32c-QMF filter sets were usually within at least 1 dB of each other at most rates 

and at most instances much closer. This result shows that the filter choice is up to 

the codec designer and that the shorter kernel 3-5-PRF filter set is a good choice. 

The SM1 system is a modified SM system. Here only the Qk subband is M 
coded. Figure 5.12 shows this system PSNR versus entropy relationship results. In 

the pongi sequence, the 3-5-PRF filter set clearly outperforms the other systems; in 

the missa seqEence, the 3-5-PRF, 16-CQF, and 8-CQF filter sets perform similarly 

and best among the filters and, in the sales sequence, the 3-5-PRF and 32c-QMF 

filters sets performed comparably best. The hypothesis that the SMl system might 

have a performance dose to the SM system cannot be made. This conclusion can be 

seen when comparing the SM and SMl performances in Figure 5.15 where the best 

Group 2 codecs performances are given. This conclusion contradict the one made by 

Paek, Kim, and Lee (1992), where they conclude a SM1 codec performs better than 

SM codec. 

In addition to being used to code an S system output, MC can also be used to code 

a T codec output. Figure 5-13 shows the PSNR to entropy performance relationship 

for a TM codec. SimiIarly to the T system, the system performance degrades as the 

filter length increases. The 2-QMF filter set performance was best for all three video 

sequences. With the addition of MC to a T codec, the system's performance increased 

by 5,2 ,  and 7 dB for pngi, snissa and sdes respectively, cornpa~rl with that of the 

T system done. 

The TEA1 system pei-formmce is shown in Figure 5.14. As with the SMl and SM 

cadet; pdurmance rankings, the T f l  codec performance was below that of the TM 

system. The 2-QMF filter set perfumed best again. In the pongi and sales sequences, 

performance ewe ranges approximately ha-way between the TM and T 
But in the m k a  sequence, the TMl  performance degrades below that of 
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Figure 5.12: PSNR versus Entropy for the SMI System 
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Figure 5.13: PSNR versus Entropy for the TM System 
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the T system. These results indicate there are benefits to M encoding the high-pass 

temporal subband. 

A comparison of the best codec performances from the SM, SM1, TM, and TM1 

systems is shown in Figure 5.15. The M and MDCT performances are also plotted. For 

the p o q i  sequence, the codec performance rankings are easily seen. From best to worst 

they are M, SM - MDCT, TM, SMl, and TM1 (a "-" between two labels implies equal 

or similar performance). The SM and MDCT performances cross each other with the 

SM system performing better at high rates, and the MDCT system performing better 

at lower rates. For the missa sequence, the performance rankings are SM, TM - 

MDCT, SMT, TMI, and N. SM performs best and, as seen in the Group 2 summary 

figure, the M system is outperformed by systems that use subband filtering. These 

results show the strengths of the SM system. The work by Paek, Kim, and Lee 

(1992) studied SM1-Eke systems and found them to perform marginally better than 

an MDCT codec. They compared the systems only at one rate, but they did show that 

blocking effects are reduced when spatial subband filtering is performed. The results 

here agree with this study in that there is merit to integrating subband filtering with 

MC especially since a muftiresolution system is now possible. For the sales sequence, 

the performance rankings from best to worst are TM, TM1, SM, MDCT, SM1, arid 

M. Here, the results show that cudecs using temporal filtering and M C outperform the 

others and implies the presence of redundant temporal information. Similar temporal 

redundancies were found in this sequence by Gothe and Vaisey (1993), when multiple 

temporal search frames were used in an M coder. 

Table 5.5 records the weighted variances and correlations coefficients after encoding 

the pon_oi and missa sequences- Again, the variances are altered by the filter weighting 

factors. When the variance and cordation statistics in this table are comp=xed to 

the S and T results in Table 3.4, the values are significantly lower. The addition of 

MC has reduced the energy in the subband and is a decorrelation process. 

Using the comprttationd load formulas derived for each coding tool earlier, the 

bad can be caldated for Group 3 systems. The SA4 codec computational load is lower 

than the MS codetr, becaw the search size variable in the decimated subband frames 

was hdved to p = 4, while the block size remained constant. The search variable is 

hdved to keep the search region in the S codec subband h e s ,  which are decimated 

by two in each spatial direction, the same as in the full sized frames. The smaller search 
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Table 5.5: Group 3 Correlation and Weighted Variace Video Statistics 
sequence co& i =haad 

II 1 
pongi S&f l fr2 

613 

window implies a lower computational load. The SM, SM1, TM, atld TMl system 

hh4 
pongi TIM f l  

8 2 

encoder computational complexity, measured in mu1 tiplications/additions per 8 x 8 

macro block, is 5ii21/1a4792 157212764? 18913136767, and %2l/ 1841 5 respectively. 

Again, 3-5-PRF and 2-QMF filter sets were assumed for the spatial and temporal 

filtering operations. 

5.3.4 Video Codec Results for Group 4: TSM, TSM1, MTS, 
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Results for the last wdec groupings, the TSM, TSM1, MTS, SMT, and TMS systems, 

are presented here and d i s c u d .  Relying on the best filter set results from above 

0.1119 

and, if not labeled otherwise, the temporal and spatial filter sets used in these sixnu- 

lakions were the 2-QMF and 3-5-PRF filter sets respectively. The PSNR to entropy 

refationship for each system is shown in Figure 5.16. For pongi, the figure showv 

that the M and MDCT d e c s  perform 2 to 3 dB better than any other system. Be- 

fa?w these systems, the MTS, TMS, and SMT codecs have similar performances, For 

miss, the TSM, SMT, and TSMl cod= perform best at tow rates, and the TSM 
pdommce increases by 1.5 dB over the others at high rates. The TMS, MDCT, 
M ;and MTS systems perform up to 5 dB worse than these systems. For $ales; the 

TMS crtdee: perfonnanf:e is signifia~tly &her than that of the other systems. On1 y 

Qt'ne TSM eod.ecs perfomme gets dose at very low and 'nigh rates. The remaining 

rankings in descending order are SMT, TSMI, MDCT, and M. Note: an anomaly 

where the curves far the: S and MTS C O d e ~ s  decrease at 0.3 bitslpixel as the bit 

rate increases in the sdis sequence is inexplicable, because the BFOS bit aUocation 

0.0099 
-0.0540 
-0.1415 

0.1444 
-0.2775 
0.221 6 



algorithm is supposed to select ever increasing performance allocations as the bit. rate 

increases, In the high motion pongi sequence, the M and MDCT codec performances 

dominate and, in the medium to low motion sales and missa sequences, the subband 

filtering systems cascaded with MC perform well. 

Table 5.6 records the weighted variances and correlations coefficients for the en- 

coded pongi and missa sequences. 

The computational load for these triple coding tool video codec configurations is 

the largest. The Group 4 computational load estimated in rnultiplications/additions 

per 8 x 8 pixel macro block is 5649/f 0543 computations for the SMT and TSM en- 

coders, 104211542 computations for the TSMl encoder, and 19169/36959 computa- 

tions for the TMS and MTS encoders. The TSMl complexity is lower than that of 

the other systems in Groutp 4, because udy the lowest frequency subband sequence is 

Ad coded, resulting in approximately one-eighth the computations. 
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Figure 5.16: PSNR v e m  Entropy for Group 4 Systems: TSM, TSMI, MTS, SMT, 
and TMS 
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Table 5.6: Group 4 Correiation and Weighted Variance Video Statistics 
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5.3.5 Video Codec Results Comparison of All Systems 

The following discussion evaluates the performance of the best systems after all the 

systems are ranked one against the other. From the summa.ry plots in each of tllc 

four groups, codec performance rankings were performed. Figures 5.17-5.19 show 

the rankings for the pongi, missa, and sales sequences respectively. The rankings 

were made by using a subjective evaluation of the performance curves above a bit 

rate of 1 bit/pixeL In the figures, the graph key represents codec rankings from best 

to worst. For all spatial and temporal subband filtering, the 3-5-PRF and 2-QMF 

filter sets were used respectively. In pongi, the M, SM, MS, MDCT systems perform 

best, with M leading at high rates, and MDCT leading at low. M-based codecs 

perform best for this high motion video sequence. In missa, the triplet systems, 

TSM, SMT, and TSM1 perform best, although the TS codec performance is sometimes 

within 0.5 dB. The r e d t s  here show that three-dimensional subband filtering does not 

always perform poorer than M codecs. In sakes, the TMS and TM systems perform 

nearly 5 dB higher than the next best systems, TSM and TM1. Now, considering the 

best performing codec results, Figure 5.20 shows the best top eight cociecs for each 

video sequence. If the objective is to design a codec for high motion video that has 

reasonable performance for low motion video, the SM codec is a good candidate, since 

it ranks second, fifth, and fourth in pongi, missa, and sales respectively. Similarly, 

in the design of a codec for low and medium motion video, a TSM system performs 

well; in addition, the pang% results show it has reasonable performance for high motioti 

video. The results show that the standard MDCT type codec performs comparably 

as well as a SM system for high motion video where it may be used, but it performs 

poorly for low motion video and its use is not suggested here. 

Ln addition to  evaluating codec performances, multiresolu t ion codec capabi lit ies 

are of interest when implementing a multi-tiered quality video service. Codecs that 

place M last and use subband filtering are easy to implement in a rnnltiresolution 

video service. C'onvefseIlr; if subband filtering is inside the MC: feeclbatik loop, all 

the ssbbands musk be traasmitted and used in the decader, because the  encsder 

reconstruds the search fkames using all the subband information. These arguments 

also point to  the benefits of the SM and TSM codec configurations. To present 

this more clearIyl Figures 5.21-5.23 show block diagrams of the MDCT, SM, alrd 
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Figme 5-11: PSNR versus Entropy for All Systems, psngi Sequence 



Figure 5-18: PSNR versus Entropy for A11 Systems, nius;a Sequence 
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Figure 5.20: PSNR versus Entropy for the Best Performing Systems 



TSM codecs. In the 3DCT codec diagram the DCT is configured inside the h4(' 

feedback loop, whereas, in the the Shl a d  TSh4 codec diagrams. tlrp subbaod filt~ri~lp; 

operations occur before MC. The MDCT codec configurat~ion is similar to tIw h(i(:- 

subband filtering codecs that place WC before subbaud filtering. i-e., just replaw t.hc 

DCT with a subband filtering codec. 

ENCODER, 

DECODER 

Figure 5.21: An MDCT Codec Block Diagram 
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Figure 5.22: An SM Codec Block Diagram 
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Figure 5.23: A TSM Codec Block Diagram 



5.3.6 Subjective Quality Evaluations of Best Systems 

Subjective quality eiduations on three codec outputs are discussed here. The three 

systems are the MDCT, SM7 and TSM configurations. The MDCT codec results 

are used as a benchmark against which to rate the other two codecs. Two types of 

subjective evaluations were performed on the pongi and missa sequences: still frame 

and video, Figure 5.24-5.25 show the still frame evaluations of the regions about the 

man's elbow in poqi a d  the woman's face in missa. Following this, a discussion of 

subjective video evaluations is given. 

In Figure 5.24, the region around the man's elbow shows motion at the twelfth 

reconstructed frame. fn the video sequence, the man is moving his arm downward. 

The resolution of the postscript printed images is not high, but observations can be 

made. It is best to look at these images from a distance of 30 cm or so instead of up 

close. The subjective evaluations made here are based on evaluations of these frames 

on a computer screen that has much higher resolution. These frame segments are 

90 x 70 pixels in size and an 8 x 8 block has dimensions of 2.7 x 2.7 mm. As the 

bit rate increases for each system, so does the quality of the images. The MDCT 

system introduces noticeably granular spotted-like distortions, whereas the other two 

subband systems introduce smoothing, low-pass filtered, distortions. At low rates, 

the coarsely quantized DCT coefficients in the MC feedback loop are hypothesized to 

cause the granular type noise, because not all the DCT basis functions are used. In 

the SM and TSM codecs, the DFD images are quantized only and not transformed, so 

the distortions in these systems are similar to those of subband codecs, i-e., low-pass 

filtered looking images. 

In Figure 8.25, the woman's face at the twelfth reconstructed frame is shown. At 

low rates, the MDCT system shows blocking effects around the mouth and eyes, but 

the SM and TSM systems reconstruct clearer images. The SM reconstructed images 

are more blurry than the TSM images, For this image sequence, and at these rates, 

the TSM system r d c s  best, Next, the MDCT system is ranked better than the SM 

system, because the smootE!ng distortions about the eyes in the SM sequence at the 

three lowest rates are more perceptible than the MDCT's blocking distortions. 

For each system and rate shown in the still frame evaluations above, subjective 

video evaluations were performed and are discussed here. For the pongi sequence, the 
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Figure 5.24: Subjective Comparisons at Four Different Bit Rates for the 1107192' Se- 
quence 

MDCT system was rated best, the SM was ranked second best, and TSM the worst, 

In this sequence, the an~oying "mosquito" background noise in the SM and TSM 

systems reconstructed video was the major reason they were ranked below the MDCT 
system. Mosquito noise is caused by quantization noise appearing and disappearing 

in background regions. In addition, the TSM system produced a large amount of 

distortion along the diagonal pong-pong table edge in front of the player. At  thc: 

highest rates the system performances were ranked very close, if not equal. I t  may be 

hypothesized that if more frequency subband decompositions were to be made, the 

subband filtering systems would perform better at low rates, because of the increase in 

the number of sources, allowing for more fractional rates as in the MDCT system. For 

the snissca sequence, the TSM system output was ranked best followed in descending 

order by the MDCT and SM systems. At the highest rate, 1.5 bits/pixel, the SM 
codec was ranked above the MDCT system. In this sequence, the MDCT and SM 

systems add significant blocking distortions in the woman's moving upper lip, wherea~ 
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Figure 5.25: Subjective Comparisons at Four Different Bit Rates for the missa Se- 
quence 

they are imperceptible in the TSM system output. On the woman's face, the MDCT 

system output at low rates has distortions that look like freckles, which she does not 

have; in the SM system, the low-pass blurry distortions a m d  the woman's eyes are 

amoying. The TSM system output is noticeably better at all four rates than the 

other systems. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

This thesis has presented an empirical study of digital video compression source en- 

coders and decoders that integrate motion compensation with subbaud filters; it hits 

also compared these results to those of standard coding methocls, such as motion 

compensation - DCT coders. 

The performance of twenty-two codecs was studied using three video test sequel1 ces 

and seven filter sets. Each video Eequence contained different levels of motion. The 

sequences denoted as pongi? sales, and rnissa, contained high, medium, and law motion 

respectively. The filter sets consisted of three quadrature mirror filters (QMF), two 

conjugate quadrature filters (CQF), and two short kernel perfect reconstructiot~ filters 

(PRF). The systems were segmented into four groups: Group 1 consisted of standard 

M, MDCT, DPCM, and PCM systems; Group 2, the S, T, TS, MS, and M T  systerns; 

Group 3, the SM, SMl, TM, TMl systems; and Group 4, the TSM, TSM1, MTS, 

SMT, and TMS systems. 

In Group I, the rankings in descending order of performance are M - MDCT, 

DPCM, and PCM (note: the LL-n between two systems denotes similar performances). 

The difference between the best and worst systems spans up to 15 dB at some rates, 

The computational load measured in mdtiplications/additions for the DPCM, M, and 

MDGT systems to encode a m w o  block of size 8 x 8 pixels is 192/192, 18?85/36703, 

md 18848/36886 cc-mputatims respectidy. 

In Group 2, the rankings, in order of performance, change from one sequence to 

another. For the p n g i  sequence, the system performam are ranked from hest to 

worst as: M, MS, MWT, MT, TS, S, and T. In miss ,  the system perfarmanas 



2 ~ e  ranked from best to worst as: TS, MDCT, S, T, MS, h4, and MT. For the sales 

sequence, the performance rankings are: MS, MDCT, TS: Ti M, MT, and S, The 

MC-based systems performed best for the high and medium sequences and the two- 

dimensional subband filtering base system performed best for the low motion sequence. 

It was found that codecs using TS or ST configurations performed very similarly. In 

addition, the best filter sets for spatial and temporal subband filtering were found 

to be the 2-QMF and 3-5-PRF filter sets respectively. These filters were either the 

best, or comparable to the best, performing filter set and, because of their short 

kernei lengths, have low computational loads. The computational load measured 

in multiplications/ad&tions for the S, T, TS, MS, and MT systems to encode an 

8 x 8 pixel macro block is 256 / 192, 128/64, 640/256, 19041/36895, and 18913/36767 

computations respectively. 

In Group 3, the codec rankings for each video sequence follow. For the pongi se- 

quence, the rankings are from best to worst: M, SM - MDCT, TM, SMl, and TMl. 

For the missa sequence, the performance rankings are: SM, TM - MDCT, SMT, 

TM1, and M. For the sales sequence, the performance rankings are: TM, TM1, SM, 

MDCT, SM1, and M. In pongi and rnissa, the results show the strengths of the SM 

system. The 2-QMF and b5PRF temporal and spatial filter sets again performed 

best. The SM, SMI, TM, and TMI system encoder computational complexity, mea- 

sured in multiplications/ad&ions per 8 x 8 macro block, is 5521/10479, 1572/2764, 

I89 I 3/36767, and 9521118415 respectively 

In Group 4, the codec rankings for each video sequence follow. For pongi, the M 
and MDCT codecs penform 2 to 3 dB better than any other system. Following these 

systems, the MTS, TMS, and SMT codecs have similar performances and are then 

foffaared by the TSM and TSMI codecs. For missa, the TSM, SMT, and TSMl codecs 

perform best at IOW rates, and the TSM performance increases by 1.5 dB over these 

at, high rates. Following these systems, the rankings from best to worst are: TMS, 

MDCT, M, and MTS. For sales, the TMS codec performance is significantly higher 

thm that of the other systems. Only the TSN codecs performance comes close at 

very iow and high rates, Tne remaining r d n g s  in descending order are SMT, TSM1, 

MDCT, and M. in the high motion pongi sequence, the M and MDCT codec perfor- 

mances dominate ;and, in the medium to lm motion sales and missa sequences, the 

s u b b d  fiitering systems d e d  with MC perform well. The computational load 



estimated in multiplication/addition per macro block is 5649/10543 co~nputations for 

the SMT and TSM encoders, 104'2/1542 computations for the TSM! encoder, and 

19159136959 computations for the TMS and MTS encoders. 

In summary, it was found that for high motion video, the MC-based codecs per- 

formed best: specifically the hl, SM, and MDCT systems. For the medium and low 

motion video sequences, the temporal and subband based codecs performed best: 

specifically the TSM, TM, and SM systems. The results showed that, the SM coder: 

is a good choice for high motion video; furthermore, it performs reasonably well for 

low motion video. Conversely, the results show that the TSM codec is a, good choice 

for low motion video and performs reasonably well for high motion video. There is 

an added complexity to using the TSM codec; however, because the computatioual 

loads are dominated by MC, there are benefits to using this system. In addition, the 

SM and TSM codec configurations are conducive to multiresolutio~l video systems, 

whereas codec configurations using MC first are not. 

Subjective evaluations of the MDCT, SM, and TSM systems were performed on 

the reconstructed still frames and video. For the still frame evaluations, the SM codes 

performed best for high motion sequence frames, and the TSM codec for low motion. 

For the video evaluations, the MDCT system performs best for the pongi sequence, 

followed in decreasing order by the SM and TSM systems and, in the missn sequence, 

the TSM system performed best followed in decreasing order by the MDCT and SM 
systems. 

The results presented in this work are useful to a video codec designer. The 

conclusions outline the strengths and weaknesses of each codec for the three video 

test sequences; however, more research is required to make these conclusisns more 

general. Therefore, it is suggested that further supporting research on this topic 

includes a broader-based study of SM and TShl codes using more video sources, a 

study of SM and TSM configurations using more than the four and eight subbald 

decompositions respectively5 subjective performance measurements of multiresolution 

systems, and performance studies using non-separable filter sets. 



Appendix A 

Video Compression Chip Sets 

Chip sets that implement the current video coding standards (JPEG, MPEG and 

H.261) require digital signal processing functions, such as input/output interfaces, 

color transforms, discrete cosine transforms, motion compensation codecs, quantizers, 

Huffman coders, run-length coders, arithmetic operators, and audio processing. Many 

of these coding functions require high speed processors in order LO encode in real time. 

Included in the functionality, frame rates up to 30 frames/sec are expected and four 

different image or frame sizes are used, The JPEG standard uses CCIR 601 sized 

images (720 x 480 pixels); the H.261 standard uses common interchange format (CIF) 

images (352 x 288 pixels); and the MPEG standaxd uses either source input format 

(SIF) images (352 x 240 pixels) or NTSC images. 

A fist of nine integrated circuit manufacturers offering, or proposing to offer, hard- 

ware implementations of these standards is given in Table A. 1. 

Table A.1: Nine Chip Set Manufactures 

Array Microsystems VideoFLOW 
ATPET Microelectronics AVP-4xxx 
C-Cube Microsystems CL450, CL451 
Cypress Semiconductor - 
Integrated Information Techdogy (IIT) IIT-VP, IIT-VC 
Intel - 

LSI logic L647xx, L641i2 
SGS-Thompson STi3240, ST54221 
Texas Instruments TMS320AV110, TMS6340 



Appendix B 

Seven Filter Impulse Responses 

The impulse responses for the seven subband filter sets used in this thesis arc tahulat,erl 

below. The tabulation includes the analysis and synthesis low and high pass filters 

Hi, Hh, Gr, and Gh respectively for each filter set. The frequency response of each 

filter set is shown in Chapter 5, Figure 5.2. 

The seven filters include three quadrature mirror filters (QM F), two conjugat,c* 

quadrature filters (CQF), and two perfect reconstruction filters (PRF). Tile QMF 

filters include a 2 tap filter set defined by Smith and Barnwell (1986) and the 1613 atlcl 

32c tap fitter sets designed by Johnston (1980). The CQF are the 8 and 16 tap filter 

sets designed by Smith and Barnwell (1986). Finally, the PRF are the 3-5 and 4 tap 

filter sets designed by LeGafl and Tabatabai (1988). 

Tztble B.2 LeG& and Tabatabai (1988) 3-5 Tap PRF Impulse Responee 

Table B.1: Smith and Barnwell (1986) 2 Tap QMF Impulse Response 

Analysis 1 Synthesis 1 

w 

Iow-prrss high-- 1 low-pass high-p= 
I I -0.125 0.25 I 0.50 0.25 

Aldysis 
low-pass &&-pass 

Synthesis 
low-pass hjgll-pass 

I 0.5 0.5 
2 0.5 -0.5 

1 -1 
1 1 



Table •’3.3: LeGall and Tabatabai (1988) 4 tap PRF Impulse Response 
I tap I ~nalysis Synthesis I 

low-pass E&-p= 
0.25 0.50 
0.75 1.50 
0.75 -0.75 
0.25 -0.25 

Table •’5.4: Smith and Barnwell (1986) 8 Tap CQF Impulse Response 

I tap 1 f Synthesis 
low-pass high-pass 
-0.151 820 -0.069796 

Table •’3.5: Smith and Barnwe11 (1986) 16 Tap CQF Impulse Response 

1 low-parr hi&-- I low-pass wv== 
1 1 0.021936 4.014359 1 -0,028718 -0.043872 



le B.6: Johnston (1980) 16b tap QMF I~x~ptllse Response 

low-pass lG&l-pilss 
0.005 7% -0.05 796 

-0.01 9945 -0.019945 
-0.003842 0.003842 
0.071937 0.071 937 

-0.032237 0.032237 
-0.190605 - 0 . l ~ 5  
0.213597 -0.213597 
0.95,1694 0.954694 
0.954694 -0.954694 
0.213595 0.213597 

-0.190605 0.1 
-0.032237 -0.f3.32237 
0.071 937 -0.071 937 

-0.003842 -0.003842 
-0.01 9945 0.001994 
0.005 796 0.0057116 

Table B.7: Johnston (1980) 32c Tap QMF Impulse Response 

Synthesis 
low-pass high-pas 
0.001 30 0.001 -70 
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